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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Global Communities partnered with the Iowa Social Science Research Center (ISRC) at the University of
Iowa in 2016 to conduct a baseline public perception survey for their Flourishing Communities program
in Moline, IL. The two organizations returned in 2017 to gather additional data to help guide future
programming and to begin to evaluate the impact of the Global Communities program. In this report,
many of the 2017 survey items are compared with responses to the baseline data to study movement in
perception and status.
Methodology: For the mid-term data collection, face-to-face interviews were conducted with residents
of the Floreciente neighborhood. These interviews took place in late April and early May of 2017 using a
canvasing-type methodology within Moline, Illinois. The neighborhood was recognized as consisting of
just under 400 distinct dwellings and an approximate population of 1,308 individuals. The surveys were
conducted in both English and Spanish. Participation: The estimated number of households in the
Floreciente neighborhood was assessed to be roughly 387 individual homes. For the midterm data
collection, a total of 115 persons completed the questionnaire over three weekends in field (English: 76,
Spanish 39) for a response rate of 29.7%. This compares to 120 individuals who completed
questionnaires during the 2016 baseline data collection. Surveys conducted in 2016 differed moderately
by language choice (English: 71, Spanish 49). Protocol allowed for more than one respondent to be
interviewed per household. The midterm data collection culminated with eight cases involving multiple
interviews per residence.
Key Findings: Main findings of this midterm undertaking include the following observations:
•

•

•

•

•

Demographics remain stable since last year. The distribution of basic features of the
neighborhood, such as sex, age, residency length, employment, etc. typically remained stable,
with differences within expected fluctuations given the sample size. Notably, residents with
children continue to plan to leave the neighborhood sooner than those without.
Residents expressed a strong norm of expecting fellow residents to work together and volunteer
to solve problems. This emerges whether asked directly or indirectly via a hypothetical situation
requiring individual sacrifice for the benefit of the neighborhood.
Respondents completing the survey in Spanish identify with the Floreciente neighborhood at a
higher rate than those completing it in English, and at an even higher rate than in 2016. Spanishlanguage respondents also showed greater trust in neighbors’ willingness to cooperate in times
of need.
Residents are still positive about their access to resources and services and more residents view
them improving or staying the same as opposed to falling behind relative to those of other
neighborhoods in the broader Quad cities area.
Civic volunteerism occurs at an encouraging rate. Two in five respondents reported membership
in at least one type of group. Given the demographic makeup of the neighborhood and belowPage 3 of 31

•

•

•

average level of individual and social resources that facilitate volunteerism, these rates are
encouraging.
Respondents interact with local officials and groups and participate in local meetings at a high
rate. About one in four respondents expressed their opinion at local meeting and similar
proportion reached out to local city officials. One in three reached out to a local group to learn
about issues. Half of all respondents did at least one of these in the last year.
A willingness to prioritize neighborhood improvement projects over other potential uses of
time is suggested, with a majority ranking the neighborhood project first or second. The
proportion of respondents who rate neighborhood projects as a priority are comparable to the
other two highly rated activities together.
Awareness of Global Communities remains moderate at just under 40%. Yet this level of
awareness equals that for all other groups combined. Further, the percentage of those aware of
Global Communities who know what it does has increased by nearly 7 percentage points.
Satisfaction with Global Communities remains very high.

Conclusion and Recommendations: Overall, the Floreciente neighborhood residents who provided their
information and opinions in the context of the public perception survey in both 2016 and 2017 displayed
striking similarities. Additional questions placed on the midterm survey show good rates of community
identification and engagement. They also uncover a good base of social capital.
In response to these results and building off the experience with the baseline survey, several future
steps could be considered for the final survey.
•
•
•

•

•

•

Continue to monitor previous variables to identify emerging trends or consistency. For example,
does the rate of departure continue at a high rate for those with children?
Probe respondents on how services have improved or worsened relative to other
neighborhoods.
Consider revising the civic engagement question to offer a more precisely defined tradeoff,
perhaps using a specific time period (e.g., 3 months) or a specific time commitment (e.g., 10
hours).
Ask more specific questions about Global Communities’ initiatives in the community. Rather
than just asking respondents if they are aware of Global Communities and what it does, consider
asking about specific tasks it completed or supported to see if respondents are aware of them
even if they are not aware of Global Communities’ involvement.
Ask respondents to look ahead to the future of the Floreciente neighborhood. This might include
open-ended questions on what big challenges lay ahead and what strengths they see going
forward.
Consider the influence of the current political climate, especially the national one. The current
administration has made a number of important changes to immigration policy and
enforcement, and the consequences of that for the Spanish-language respondents may already
be visible.
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INTRODUCTION
One year after baseline data collection was conducted for the Flourishing Communities program in the
neighborhood of Floreciente, located in Moline, IL, Global Communities returned to ask residents about
their current perspectives and the status of their neighborhood. For the execution of data collection,
Global Communities again partnered with the Iowa Social Science Research Center (ISRC) at the
University of Iowa to conduct the in-person surveys of adult residents in Floreciente. In 2017, the ISRC
assisted with adjustments to the baseline survey instrument to gather more information on
neighborhood resources and civic engagement among its residents. The Table of Contents related to the
baseline data collection can be viewed in Appendix 1 and this link may be used to view the report in its
entirety: http://tinyurl.com/yaqgmeey
The goal of this return to the neighborhood was to gather additional data to help guide future
programming; to measure several key objectives; and to begin to evaluate the impact of the Global
Communities program. The 2017 survey instrument sought information about neighborhood resources
and investigated any change in perspectives relative to community empowerment. In this report, many
of the 2017 survey items are compared with responses to the baseline data to study movement in
perception and status. Survey respondents’ awareness of the Global Communities presence in the area
is one of the items of interest that could be measured across time. Residents’ perception of access to
neighborhood services is another.
The ISRC is a division of the Public Policy Center (PPC), an interdisciplinary academic research center in
the Office of the Vice President for Research at the University of Iowa. The ISRC offers data collection
services for computer assisted telephone interviewing (CATI), mail, phone, web and in-person surveying.
Frederick J. Boehmke, PhD (Professor, Political Science Department) is the Director of the ISRC.
Professor Boehmke provided methodological guidance and analytic expertise for the duration of the
project. Lisa Halm-Werner served in the capacity of Project Manager. Rene Rocha, PhD (Associate
Professor, Political Science Department) served as a cultural content expert on the survey design and
summarization.
METHODOLOGY
Global Communities worked with ISRC to refine the survey instrument used in the baseline data
collection effort to be used effectively for the midterm data collection. This midterm instrument
contains some items that are identical to items used in the baseline instrument. The goal of using those
questions in both instruments is to measure change over time. The main items of interest are changes in
public perception, community-cohesion, and awareness of Global Communities.
Although most of the questions were repeated from the baseline, the results of the baseline
demonstrated that some questions might need to be altered to elicit more accurate information and get
a clearer measurement of social accountability and community trust. In addition, Global Communities
requested the addition of some questions from their new Social Capital Index to be included for testing
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and adding these required eliminating others for the midterms. The rationale for modifications fall into
three types: 1) question changes to reduce ambiguity, 2) updates to demographic questions and 3)
investigating ‘why’ to expand on information at baseline data. See Appendix 2 for a full listing of
question changes and additions to the 2017 survey instrument. Appendices 3 and 4 contain English and
Spanish versions of the final survey instrument.
The survey was conducted during face-to-face canvassing-type interviews (door-to-door) on four
weekend days between April 22-May 6, 2017. The unit sampled was the household using an addressbased approach. Of the estimated 387 households in the Floreciente neighborhood, 115 individuals
from 111 households completed midterm questionnaires for an overall response rate of 26.1%. This
response dynamic allows us to construct +/-9% confidence intervals for our results with 95% confidence.
An ideal confidence interval would be +/- 5%, but in this case the small population size would have
required responses from at least 50% of the households. These numbers represent interviews with just
over 8% of the Floreciente population.
Based on the number of respondents to the survey the margin of error is 9%. This means that minor to
moderate fluctuations in reported percentages from the midterm and the baseline are to be expected
and are consistent with standard sampling variability. Throughout the report differences from the
baseline to the midterm may be indicated to not be significant based on this margin of error. Statements
of significance for cross tabulations rely on a Chi2 test for the equality of the two distributions and note
when the test passes standard significance levels as well as reporting the associated p-value.
Please see Appendix 5 for more details on the methodology and protocol including: more information
on questionnaire development, survey testing, and sample tracking.
FINDINGS FROM MIDTERM ASSESSMENT
This section addresses key results of the midterm data collection. With the baseline data collection
always a reference for comparison, this section reviews major thematic categories. Cross tabulation was
done to study the differences across and within groups. If data in this section was found to be
meaningful, a mention of statistical significance was included in the associated text. See Appendix B for
more cross tabulations.
In addition to the introduction of new questions in 2017, trending data was also sought: similar
questions asked between the baseline and midterm to measure change. Both question types can be
seen in the headings from this section: demographics, neighborhood sentiment and engagement, access
to services and resources, civic volunteerism and participation. Respondents’ familiarity with Global
Communities was explored with new questions and also with comparisons to the level of awareness to
the non-profit’s development recorded in 2016.
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DEMOGRAPHICS

General demographic questions were asked of respondents with many of the responses categorized
below. These demographics provide a description of the Floreciente neighborhood on an individual level
and allow us to get to know the population being studied. In general, these results mirror those from the
baseline study, as would be expected, over a one-year period.
The midterm data collection found the neighborhood to be evenly divided between men and women
(50% female) with a slight majority (55%) owning, rather than renting, their homes. This is consistent
with 2016 findings. The one respondent who indicated ‘Other’ for this question lived with a distant
family member.
There is also a relatively minor shift in length of residence and intent to stay in the Floreciente
neighborhood. One demographic question captured the current length of residence and the subsequent
question asked “how long do you intend to stay in the neighborhood” going forward. The 2017 data
indicated 68% of respondents plan to stay in Floreciente for another six years or more (Table 1).

TABLE 1: RESIDENCE LENGTH & INTENDED STAY COMPARISON BETWEEN 2016 AND 2017
Q16: How
Long Lived
In
Floreciente
2016 (%)

Q16: How
Long Lived
In
Floreciente
2017 (%)

Average (%)

Q17 How
long
Intend to
Reside
2016 (%)

Q17 How
long
Intend to
Reside
2017 (%)

Average
(%)

<1 year

8.3

9.6

8.9

8.3

3.5

6

1-2 years

7.5

6.1

6.8

6.7

7

6.8

3-5 years

10

7.8

8.9

7.5

9.6

8.5

6+ years

74.2

75.7

74.9

65.8

69.6

67.7

DON'T
KNOW/REFUSED

0

0.9

0.4

11.7

10.4

11.1

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

P> 0.05, chi2: - significance not found

Longevity of neighbors and commitment to the community, like home ownership, are themes also heard
unprovoked in the closing survey comments from one respondent. “I have great neighbors that own
their homes. I have neighbors that have been there before me. We all support each other.”
When asked about others residing in their household in 2016, nearly 60% reported a spouse and 51%
reported having a child in the home. The 2017 reports of cohabitation show a similar picture. The
question is consistently administered between 2016 and 2017 with the exception of a follow-up placed
after the ‘Children 18 & under’ response category in the later survey. This follow-up is meant to capture
the quantity of children if “child” was selected (Table 2). Overall, there is a mean of 0.88 children per
household. Within the households that have children, there is a mean of 2.2 children per residence.
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TABLE 2: HOUSEHOLD COMPOSITION (2017)
Q15. Who Resides in Home

Total (%)

Spouse

44.3

Child

43.5

Parent

12.2

Adult Family Member

37.4

Other Adult

4.3

Lives Alone

11.3

“The neighborhood is pretty nice… all family” remarked one individual.
The employment picture in Floreciente does not show large differences across the years of study either.
The employment question for 2017 (Q12) 1 was modified to better represent the retired community
members. The largest age groupings are among working-age adults with nearly three-quarters (75%)
evenly divided between the ages of 25-44 and 45-64 years of age. Table 3 shows that by adding the 19%
of ‘Retired/Pension’ responses back into the percentage of ‘No’ (not employed) responses, the
unemployed residents are still within three percentage points of where the baseline data showed
unemployed.

TABLE 3: EMPLOYMENT COMPARISON BETWEEN 2016 AND 2017
Q12. Employed

2016 (%)

2017
(%)

Average
(%)

No

31.7

10.4

21.3

Yes

68.3

69.6

68.9

Retired/ Pension

0.0

19.1

9.4

N/A

0.0

0.9

0.4

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

Employment status (employed or not) is addressed in the above table (Table 3). Due to some ambiguity
in the baseline survey, the employment questions were modified for the 2017 data collection; the
option of “Retired/Pension” was added. There were also follow-up questions to allow for a real-time
confirmation of job categories if employed (professional/salaried, skilled, unskilled, self-employed) and
employment location (work from home, outside the home, pension, etc.) See Figures 1 and 2 below.
The re-structure of employment questions reveals that over 19% of the neighborhood residents

1

Indicates the question number(s) on the survey instrument that corresponds with this information.
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interviewed are retired and that nearly 75% are currently working in a position that pays an hourly wage
(either skilled or unskilled). Eighteen respondents reported earning income in more than one way. Some
respondents who did not categorize their work as “from home”, “outside home” or “retired” provided
details of how they were “earning money some other way”. Some examples of this “other” income
includes “sometimes, (making and selling) enchiladas,” “freelance writing,” “babysitting,” and
“disability” income. In considering the national landscape for employment types, the Bureau of Labor
Statistics cited in 2016, that “79.9 million workers age 16 and older in the United States were paid at
hourly rates, representing 58.7 percent of all wage and salary workers.” Wage earners (both skilled and
unskilled) in Floreciente look to be a bit higher than that national number. (See Figure 2)
Figure 1: Employment Status (2017)

Figure 2: Type of Employment (2017)

Floreciente residents with children were likely to plan for departure from the neighborhood sooner than
the residents without children. This difference was statistically significant at the p<.05 level. It is
important to note, however, that those numbers remained consistent across the two years of reporting.
(Table 4.0 below illustrates those details.) This suggests that families with children look to move out
sooner than those without: about one-third with children plan to leave in fewer than six years while less
than half without children plan to leave within the same time period. While little difference existed in
these rates between 2016 and 2017, this trend could be exacerbated by the recent closure of Ericsson
Elementary School in the neighborhood.
Related to Table 4, and subsequent data tables, please note that when doing the statistical test we
exclude Don’t Knows and Refused to focus on the distribution of the observed/reported values for the
variable of interest. Since Don’t Know and Refused are not feasible values of the variable itself we want
to compare the observed distribution excluding these.
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Table 4: INTENDED RESIDENCE EXAMINED BY HOUSEHOLDS WITH/WITHOUT CHILD (2017)
Q17. How Long Intend to Reside

Who Resides
There?:
NO CHILD(%)

Who Resides
There?:
CHILDREN (%)

<1 year

1.67

10.81

1-2 years

4.17

9.91

3-5 years

6.67

10.81

6+ years

76.67

56.76

DON’T KNOW/ REFUSED

10.83

11.71

Total

100.0

100.0

P< 0.05, chi2: DK/Refused are excluded when determining p value

NEIGHBORHOOD SENTIMENT AND ENGAGEMENT

One of the overall objectives of this study was to measure respondents’ sense of community and ties to
the Floreciente neighborhood with a series of questions. These concepts were explored in the baseline
by asking questions that began with “People in Floreciente can help solve problems…” and “People in
Floreciente are willing to work with people outside their families to address a common goal…” In the
midterm data collection, however, it was recognized that there were concepts of social engagement and
responsibility that may be better measured. To this end, the midterm survey added questions from the
Social Capital Index, as outlined by Global Communities, to tap into social cohesion and the capacity for
collective action. This led to the adoption of several questions that seemed to have effectively measured
social cohesion and the likelihood of community advocacy in the midterm.
The table below (Table 5) represents the answers given in 2017 to two measures that were asked in
both baseline and midterm. The two measures revolve around neighbors giving and receiving support
within the community. As shown in this table (and in 2016’s results), respondents suggest the
perspective of more support offered than received. Still, the majority of respondents agreed or strongly
agreed that they gave or received support from neighbors.
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TABLE 5: SUPPORT GIVEN TO NEIGHBORS VS SUPPORT RECEIVED (2017)
Q5/Q6. I Give/Receive
Support to/from Neighbors

Give *(%)

Receive (%)

Strongly Disagree

2.61

10.43

Disagree

19.13

25.22

Neutral

8.7

9.57

Agree

53.0

39.13

Strongly Agree

12.17

10.43

N/A

4.35

5.22

Don’t Know/Refused

0.00

0.00

Total

100.0

100.0

One of the important features of social cohesion has been identified as the trust an individual perceives
in their community: trust that the community members will ‘do the right thing’ or show up to help out.
Questions B5 and B6 demonstrate this community expectation. Question B5 reads “In your
neighborhood, it is generally expected that people will volunteer or help in neighborhood projects.”
This is followed by question B6, “In your neighborhood, when problems arise people work together to
find a solution.” Both of these questions were added to the 2017 script so no similar data is available
from 2016. See Table 6 & Table 7.

TABLE 6: VOLUNTEERING EXPECTATION (2017)
QB5. Expectation People Volunteer/Help

Total(%)

Strongly Disagree

6.1

Disagree

13.9

Neither Agree nor Disagree

7.0

Agree

56.5

Strongly Agree

9.6

DON'T KNOW
Total

7.0
100.0

“If public officials asked everyone to conserve water or electricity TODAY because of some emergency,
how likely is it that people in your neighborhood would cooperate?” This question is labeled B7 and was
also adopted in the midterm instrument to illustrate trust in community support and action. ‘Trust’ was
one of several focal points identified in the Social Capital Index, along with categories of ‘Participation’
and ‘Norms of Accountability.’ Responses from Floreciente show a mostly optimistic perspective of
respondents’ trust in their neighbors’ reaction to an emergency concerning shared resources. See Figure
3.
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TABLE 7: WORKING TOGETHER EXPECTATION (2017)
QB6. Expect People Will Work
Together

Total (%)

Strongly Disagree

7.9

Disagree

12.3

Neutral

7.9

Agree

51.8

Strongly Agree

9.7

DON'T KNOW

10.5

Total

100.0

Does not include 0.4% of population who answered, “REFUSED”

FIGURE 3: TRUST IN COMMUNITY COOPERATION IN A TIME OF EMERGENCY

Though the difference is not statistically different, homeowners seemed a bit more pessimistic about
neighbors’ willingness to conserve water. While 89% of the renter subgroup thought it likely or very
likely that neighbors would conserve during a time of emergency, only 75% of the homeowner subgroup responded similarly (expecting conservation to be either likely or very likely).
This question is drawn from the Social Capital Community Benchmark Survey 2 of 2000 conducted by
researchers at Harvard University. Ninety-two percent of their 3003 adult respondents indicated they
thought their neighbors would be very likely or likely to conserve water or electricity if asked. This just

2

https://sites.hks.harvard.edu/saguaro/communitysurvey/ .
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exceeds the combined 84% of Floreciente respondents that gave those responses. 3 The Harvard study
found consistent rates of support around 90% across a variety of subgroups by age, race/ethnicity,
education, or sex. There is some variation within these two categories however, with Hispanics less
likely to respond ‘very likely’ in the Harvard data: only 26% give this answer compared to 62% saying
‘likely’ whereas whites and blacks split evenly between the two. In contrast, 51% of Floreciente
residents who answered the survey in Spanish said ‘very likely’ compared to 39% of those that
responded in English. The drop among English respondents corresponded to an increase of 5% for both
the unlikely and very unlikely categories. This could result from the greater attachment that Spanish
survey respondents had to the Floreciente neighborhood as seen in Table 9 (at the end of the next
page).
TABLE 8: EXPECTATION THAT NEIGHBORS CONSERVE BY SURVEY LANGUAGE (2017)
QB7. Likelihood Neighbors
Would Conserve Water (2017)

Survey in
English (%)

Survey in
Spanish (%)

Very Likely

39.1

51.4

Likely

40.6

40.5

Unlikely

14.5

8.1

Very Unlikely

5.8

0.0

100.0

100.0

Total

P > 0.05, chi2: - significance not found

Another comparison that is open to interpretation is related to neighborhood sentiment. Question 1
inquired about what they view as their community by asking respondents to define the area to which
they feel a connection. As before, a near majority reported that they feel connected to the Quad Cities
more broadly, nearly double those that reported a connection to Floreciente on its own and roughly
equal to those that reported Floreciente or Floreciente/Moline. Approximately 49% of employed
respondents and 45% of retired respondents reported connection to the greater Quad Cities compared
to only 25% of unemployed respondents. However, it is important to note that there were only 12
respondents who reported being unemployed, thus too small of a sample to draw a reasonable
conclusion of whether or not employment impacts environment connections.
Neighborhood identification differed substantially between those who completed the survey in English
and those who completed in Spanish. See Table 9. Note that the data shows higher rates of attachment
to Floreciente among those who took the survey in Spanish. Moreover, it also shows increased
neighborhood attachment among Spanish speakers over the past year and decreased neighborhood
attachment among English speakers. Rene Rocha, a Professor of Political Science at the University of
Iowa and an expert in race and politics, was not surprised by this phenomenon and suggested a

3

Note that the data provided online for the Harvard study omits the “Don’t Know” category. Since this report
includes “Don’t Know” when calculating responses for the Floreciente survey the results for this question were
recalculated to generate this 84% estimate to ensure comparability.
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reasonable explanation for this movement could be that “the election of President Trump has made
ethnolinguistic ties more salient.”
TABLE 9: PERCEPTION OF COMMUNITY BY ENGLISH AND SPANISH SURVEY TAKERS (2017)
Q1. Connected to What
Environment

English (%)

Spanish (%)

2016

2016

2017*

2017*

Total (%)
2016

2017*

Floreciente

23.6

14.5

35.4

48.7

28.3

26.1

Floreciente/Moline

15.3

11.8

22.9

25.6

18.3

16.5

Florec/Moline/Rock Island

5.6

9.2

8.3

0.0

6.7

6.1

Quad Cities

48.6

55.3

33.3

25.6

42.5

45.2

None of These

6.9

9.2

0.0

0.0

4.2

6.1

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

P < 0.05, chi2: significance for 2017 only (* = statistical significance)

ACCESS TO SERVICES & RESOURCES

Among the core measurements to be monitored over time were those addressing basic neighborhood
resources and city-provided services. Questions addressing these topics cannot demonstrate a causal
relationship but can infer some impact of Global Communities’ presence in the community as well as
provide information for how to best target efforts. This data suggests that respondents who reported
both awareness and knowledge of Global Communities are more likely to have attended communitybased meetings. However this group was too small to predict a general conclusion, with only 20 of the
115 respondents being part of this subgroup.
Question 2 involved perceived access to services and resources. This question was included in both data
collection efforts; a question that provided a point of reference to the broader Quad cities area was
added in 2017 to focus on a comparison between the Floreciente neighborhood and other
geographically close neighborhoods. The hope is that this common point of references helps anchor
their responses to this area. In the midterm, the question read “Relative to other neighborhoods, in
Moline or the rest of the Quad Cities, I am satisfied with my ability to ACCESS services and resources,
such as help with housing concerns, garbage removal and street lighting, in this community.”
As Figure 4 shows, the vast majority of respondents, nearly 90%, either agreed or strongly agreed that
they were satisfied with access to services and resources. These levels are consistent with those from
2016, with a slight increase in those that agree and an even smaller decrease in those that strongly
agree. These changes are relatively small both substantively and statistically given the small sample sizes
and associated margin of error.
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FIGURE 4: “…I AM SATISFIED WITH ACCESS TO SERVICES AND RESOURCES… IN THIS
COMMUNITY”

As noted, Q2.1 was added to determine whether these high levels of support result from heterogeneity
in respondents’ points of reference that could include cities, whether inside the United States or not,
with much lower levels of resources. It also taps into perceptions of the relative status of Floreciente in
the broader area since it asks about relative performance. The results show that respondents think that
services in Floreciente have at least kept pace with other neighborhoods in Moline or the Quad Cities
(55%) or have gotten better (38%). Thus, respondents seem to think they are faring relatively well in
absolute or in relative terms. See Figure 5.
FIGURE 5: SERVICES- GOT BETTER OR WORSE?
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These results also show variation based on awareness of Global Communities, with 60% of those that
have heard of Global Communities, and know what the organization does (n=20), saying that services
have gotten better. Among those that had heard of Global Communities but did not know what it does
(n=24) and those that had not heard of Global Communities, one-third indicated that services were
getting better relative to other neighborhoods in the area. These differences in perceptions of services
vary significantly by awareness of Global Communities (p=.033).

TABLE 10: PERCEPTION OF CHANGE IN NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES (Q2.1) BY FAMILIARITY WITH
GLOBAL COMMUNITIES (2017)
Q8. Exposure to Global
Communities

Q2.1
Neighborhood
Gotten
Better (%)

Stayed
the Same
(%)

Gotten
Worse
(%)

DON’T
KNOW
(%)

Total (%)

Never Heard of GC

33.8

59.2

1.4

5.6

100.0

Heard of GC but Don’t Know
Details

33.3

54.2

12.5

0.0

100.0

Heard of GC and Knows
Details

60.0

40.0

0.0

0.0

100.0

p < 0.05; significant difference

Respondents offered some open ended comments that highlighted some perceived areas for
improvements, though. One respondent, in closing, said, “I want city repairs such as lights, street
repairs, and snow removal. They don't throw salt or use machines to remove it. Neighboring
communities look pretty but not Moline.” Another commented, “The free clinic should be moved
somewhere else. Streets need improvement. It's not appealing.” And yet, there is also this feedback,
“It's nice and they're making improvements. They pay attention to detail like fixing the water pipes. I
appreciate it.”
CIVIC VOLUNTEERISM AND PARTICIPATION IN DECISION-MAKING

Now turning to the important question of civic engagement and volunteerism among the residents of
Floreciente, membership and participation of different types is examined and, it is found overall that
respondents are fairly active on multiple dimensions. At least two in five respondents belonged to an
organized group (these groups are defined in Table 11), roughly half of all respondents participated in
local government meetings; and more than half reached out to a local city official or group. These
represent substantial rates compared to national data from the General Social Survey (discussed in
detail below), especially in light of the resources available to many of the respondents, and indicate a
good base of engagement upon which to build.
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TABLE 11: DISTINCTION ACROSS GROUPS OF INTEREST
Group Type

Group Characteristic (if further defined in survey)

Volunteer group
Associated with Religion
Civic Group or Activity

Examples include: neighborhood association, social justice group,
sitting on a city committee or being an elected official

Political Activities

Includes running for elected office, volunteering for a campaign but
NOT as an election judge

School Committee or
association

Includes parent associations or classroom volunteers

Charitable Groups/ NonProfits

Includes housing assist groups, elderly assistance and food pantry

These questions draw on the Global Communities Social Capital Index by asking about membership in a
variety of different groups that might be associated with neighborhood activities or help to promote
broader engagement within the community (Q30-A1). Table 12 shows the proportion of respondents
who indicated they belonged to each type of group. Overall, 40% indicated that they belonged to at
least one type of group listed. The largest share was for charitable/non-profit groups with an 18%
membership rate. The next highest was religious groups at 15% and then school committees at 12%.
Much less frequently cited were civic groups at 8% and political groups or activities at 3%. The four
respondents who reported affiliation with a group not mentioned noted that they volunteered at
festivals, for St. Jude’s charity, participated in a church band, or did not belong but helped out as
needed. There is little variation in these rates based on homeownership, though homeowners are more
likely to belong to a civic group (13% versus 5%) and less likely to belong to a charitable organization
(13% to 24%). Political group membership increased from 0% among the youngest group to 6% among
the oldest.
Compared to national rates based on the 2004 General Social Survey the overlapping listings are
somewhat lower in Floreciente, with national church group membership at 31% and political groups at
4%. The more recent 2010 Current Population Study Civic Engagement Supplement (CPS-CES) puts these
rates nationally at a more comparable 20% for religious groups, 15% for school groups, and 8% for civic
and service groups. These slightly lower values in Floreciente go in the expected direction since
membership in civic groups has been in a long decline in the U.S. generally and since residents tend to
have fewer of the types of personal and financial resources associated with higher rates of group
membership and activism.
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TABLE 12: PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS BELONGING TO A SPECIFIC GROUP (2017)
Q30-A1. Type of Group

Total
(%)

Religious

14.8

Civic

7.8

Political

2.6

School

12.2

Charitable

18.3

Other
None Mentioned

3.5
60.0

In order to better measure the level of activity, respondents were also asked how often they
participated in these groups’ activities by attending a meeting or event (Q30-A2) or contributed to
projects (Q30-A3). These follow-ups apply only to the 44 respondents who belonged to at least one
group. As Table 13 shows, those 44 that belonged were fairly active, with 86.1% participating at least
once a month and 48.9% participating at least three times a month or more. Rates for contributing to a
project were similarly high.

TABLE 13: PERCENT OF PARTICIPANTS DISPLAYING INVOLVEMENT (2017)
Q30-A1. Respondents reporting some
participation

Q30-A2
Attending

Q30-A3
Contribute

Meeting/Event
(%)

to Project (%)

None

13.9

21.4

1 to 2 times/month

37.2

40.5

3 to 4 times/month

30.2

21.4

5 to 6 times/month

4.7

0.0

More Than 6 times/month

14.0

16.7

Total

100.0

100.0

p > 0.05, chi2: - significance not found

Group membership is just one component of civic engagement. Therefore it was meaningful to measure
the degree to which residents contact or work with local officials or groups. Four questions were asked
to tap into these behaviors and Table 14 shows the results. Please note that the columns in Table 14 will
not sum up to 100% because respondents can report doing more than one civic action. With this in
mind, about a quarter of respondents expressed their opinion in a Floreciente meeting (24.4%), a
Moline Quad/Cities meeting (23.5%), or reached out to a city official to learn about an issue (26.1%).
Just over one in three (33.9%) reached out to local group to learn about an issue. Taken together, just
over half of all respondents (51.3%) reported engaging in at least one of these four behaviors in the last
year. Interesting variations by language were identified here, with higher rates of sharing opinions at
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meetings among Spanish survey-takers, and higher rates of reaching out to groups or officials among
English survey-takers.

TABLE 14: CIVIC ACTION TAKEN BY ENGLISH OR SPANISH SURVEY TAKERS (2017)
Q7-D13. Civic Action Taken

English (%)

Spanish (%)

OVERALL
(%)

Expressed Opinion at Floreciente Meeting

19.7

33.3

24.4

Expressed Opinion in Moline/Quad City Meeting

19.7

30.8

23.5

Reached Out to Local Group**

38.2

25.6

33.9

Reached Out to City Official

28.9

20.5

26.1

None of the above

48.7

48.7

48.7

** Groups include religious, civic, political, school, charitable or other
P > 0.05, chi2: - significance not found

Among those who did participate in these forms of decision making at least once in the last year, the
typical rate of doing any of them was one or two times in the last year (45.8%) with just 10% doing so
five-or-more times per year. Respondents who contacted city officials or local groups tended to be
persistent, with three-quarters following up at least once and one-in-four following up at least three
times.
While these questions get at residents’ recent behavior, a more specific question was asked to elicit
what types of volunteer tasks they prioritize. Respondents were asked to imagine a hypothetical “new
project aimed at improving the Floreciente neighborhood (for example: a beautification/parks project, a
neighborhood association, increased opportunities to communicate with city officials or information
sessions on renters’ rights)” and then they were asked how they would rank its importance relative to
other uses of their time (QB-4). As Table 15 shows, this potential project fared quite well with nearly
one-quarter of residents saying it would be more important than church or family activities, recreation
or entertainment, and pre-existing civic activities. A further 31% ranked it second most important. This
indicates that a large proportion of respondents are willing to prioritize neighborhood improvement
activities and that the community houses a large base of potential volunteers.
No notable variation was found based on length in residence, home ownership, having children, or
language. The other interesting result from this question is that respondents ranked civic activities as
their lowest priority, with just over a half indicating it was the least important activity among the four.
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TABLE 15: RANKING IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES (2017)
QB-4. Ranking
Activities

Volunteering
for New
Project (%)

Church/ Family
Activities (%)

Recreation/
Entertainment
Activities (%)

Civic
Activities
(%)

Most
Important

24.3

34.3

29.7

11.9

2nd
Important

31.1

28.4

29.7

10.9

3rd
Important

26.2

21.6

24.8

26.7

Least
Important

18.4

15.7

15.8

50.5

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

2.4

2.2

2.3

3.2

AVERAGE RANKING
OF IMPORTANCE

One respondent offered a thought on the challenges of being active in the community. “There's a lot of
us that would like to get involved but sometimes the life, work and kids, it’s hard to volunteer. Both
mom and dad work so…”
KNOWLEDGE OF GLOBAL COMMUNITIES

The visibility of the Global Communities organization was also an item to evaluate and that question was
asked in a consistent manner in both surveys. For those reporting both an awareness of and knowledge
of what Global Communities does in Floreciente, a follow-up question introduced in 2017 assessed the
level of satisfaction with the quality of work the organization does.
As Figure 6 shows, 17% of respondents had heard of Global Communities and knew “what they do”
while another 21% had heard of them but did not know the details of what they do. This leaves 62% of
respondents unaware of Global Communities’ activities.
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FIGURE 6: EXPOSURE TO GLOBAL COMMUNITIES

To put this in perspective, Table 16 shows that 38% of respondents indicated that they had encountered
other organizations currently working in Floreciente (Q9.1). Out of the respondents who reported that
they never heard of Global Communities, only 28% stated they are aware of other organizations. This
compares to the two subgroups that have heard of Global Communities in some way, each of these
subgroups having approximately 55% of the group being aware of other organizations. This suggests
that those who are familiar with Global Communities in some way are more likely to be aware of other
organizations overall.

TABLE 16: KNOWLEDGE OF GLOBAL COMMUNITIES AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS (2017)
Q9.1. Aware of other Organizations
Q8. Knowledge of Global
Communities

No

Yes

DON'T
KNOW

Total

Never Heard of GC

62.0

28.2

9.9

100.0

Heard of GC But Don't Know Details

41.7

54.2

4.2

100.0

Heard of GC and Know Details

45.0

55.0

0.0

100.0

p > 0.05, chi2: - significance not found

Among other organizations mentioned, the most common were Habitat for Humanity and Project Now.
One person included, “Project Now, [they] help with repairs and with properties and help with food.
There's a shelter.” More than one respondent mentioned the “Esperanza Group: advocates for
immigration, childcare, meeting rooms, [and] they show movies.”
Despite the awareness of the Global Communities remaining relatively low at the midterm evaluation,
the subgroup of residents who know what it does were highly satisfied. As Table 17 shows, a striking
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majority of that subset (85%) are either satisfied (70%) or very satisfied (15%) with the work done by
Global Communities (Table 18).
TABLE 17: FOR THOSE WHO HAVE HEARD OF GLOBAL COMMUNITIES AND KNOW WHAT
IT DOES, HOW SATISFIED ARE THEY WITH THEIR WORK? (2017)
Q9-5_2017. Satisfaction with GC

Total (%)
Very Dissatisfied

5.0

Neither Satisfied Nor Dissatisfied

5.0

Satisfied

70.0

Very Satisfied

15.0

N/A

5.0

Total

100.00

TABLE 18: SUB-GROUP OF ONLY RESPONDENTS REPORTING AWARENESS OF GC (2016 - 2017)
Q8. Overall Knowledge of Global Communities

2016(%)

2017(%)

Average (%)

Heard of Global Communities but Don’t Know
Details

61.2

54.6

58.1

Heard of Global Communities AND Know Details

38.8

45.5

42.0

Total

100.0

100.0

100.0

Some of the Floreciente residents spoke about their exposure to Global Communities. One said, “They
do good for the neighborhood. They look for ways to make the neighborhood better”. Another
mentioned that they, “go around and gather info and see how well we communicate”. As an ending
quote about the survey in general, one resident remarked about the role of Global Communities in their
community, “I understand they want more involvement but we are not a test.”
In both 2016 and 2017, the level of awareness of Global Communities was similar among homeowners
and renters: 39.6% versus 42.8% in 2016 and 37.5% versus 39.7% in 2017. See Table 19. In 2017, though,
the mission of Global Communities seems more apparent to those who own homes versus those who
rent with more 2017 homeowners being confident in the details of what Global Communities does
(25.4%) compared to 2016 homeowners (16.4%). Although these differences are not statistically
significant, it is worth noting the direction of this awareness involving homeowners.
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TABLE 19: PERCENT OF GROUP PARTICIPANTS REPORTED BY LEVEL OF GC EXPOSURE
(2016-2017)
Q8. Exposure to Global Communities

2016
RENT
(%)

2016
OWN
(%)

2017
RENT
(%)

2017
OWN
(%)

Never Heard of GC

60.4

58.2

62.5

60.3

Heard of GC But Doesn’t Know Details

25.0

25.4

29.2

14.3

Heard of GC & Knows What GC Does

14.6

16.4

8.3

25.4

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total

p > 0.05, chi2: - significance not found

Table 20 compares active participation in civic activities by exposure to Global Communities. The cells
report the proportion of respondents who indicated that they engaged in each form of participation by
awareness and knowledge of Global Communities. In general, as awareness and knowledge of Global
Communities increases, the percentage participating increases showing greater engagement among
those who know what Global Communities does. With only 20 respondents in the rightmost column,
some caution should be taken in drawing strong conclusions but, the consistent pattern across the four
forms of participation and the steady increase across the columns for each of them give us more
confidence in this apparent relationship.

Table 20: ACTIVE PARTICIPATION VS EXPOSURE TO GLOBAL COMMUNITIES
Q7.D13. Active
Participation

Q8. Never Heard
of Global
Communities (%)

Heard of Global
Communities But Not
Details (%)

Heard of Global
Communities and
Knows Details (%)

Expressed Opinion at
Floreciente Meeting

16.9

16.7

60.0

Expressed Opinion in
Moline/Quad City
Meeting

23.9

16.7

30.0

Reached Out to Local
Group**

22.5

41.7

65.0

Reached Out to City
Official

15.5

25.0

65.0
p > 0.05, chi2: - significance not found
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PERFORMANCE AGAINST INDICATORS
Several questions on the survey were designed to capture the progress of Global Communities’ efforts
to enhance community empowerment, awareness and identity. Midterm measures of these key
objectives are presented in contrast to the baseline measures of these objectives. See Table 21.
TABLE 21: GLOBAL COMMUNITIES’ PAI (2017)
RC Ref
No.

Indicator

Corresponding questions(s)

Baseline
Value

Mid-Term
Value

2017 Target
Overview

PI X.6

% of target
beneficiaries
satisfied with their
access to services
and resources in
their communities

Q2- I am satisfied with my ability to ACCESS
services and resources, such as help with
housing concerns, garbage removal, and
street lighting, in this community.

1 – 2.5%

1 – 3.5%

2 – 4.2%

2 – 2.6%

3 – 5.0%

3 – 2.6%

4 – 60.8%

4 – 67.0%

Do you:

5 – 25.0%

5 – 22.6%

1 Strongly Disagree (with this statement)

99 – 2.5%

99 – 1.8%

Target: reduce
combined total of
*disagree* and
*strongly
disagree* from
6.7% to a
combined total of
5%

2 Disagree
Actual: combined
total of *disagree*
and *strongly
disagree*
decreased to a
combined total of
6.1%, reduced by
0.6%.

3 Neither Agree nor Disagree
4 Agree (with this statement, or)
5 Strongly Agree
99 DON’T KNOW/REFUSED

Q2.1- Do you think services (like addressing
neighborhood housing concerns, garbage
removal and street lighting) for YOUR
neighborhood in the past year has gotten
better, stayed the same, or gotten worse?

N/A

1 – 38.3%
2 – 54.8%
3 – 3.5%
99 – 3.5%

1 GOTTEN BETTER
2 STAYED THE SAME
3 GOTTEN WORSE
99 DON’T KNOW/ REFUSED
PI X.7

% of targeted
beneficiaries who
have been
exposed to Global
Communities
and/or the
Neighborhood
Association

Q8- Which of the following statement about
Global Communities, a non-profit working in
Floreciente, is MOST true to you?
1 I have never heard about Global
Communities.

1 – 58.3%

1 – 61.7%

2 – 25.0%

2 – 20.9%

3 – 15.8%

3 – 17.4%

99 – 0.8%

99 – N/A

Target: increase
*heard of GC and
know what they
do* from 15.8% to
20%
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2 I have heard of Global Communities, but I
don’t know what they do in Floreciente.

Actual: *heard of
GC and know what
they do* increased
to 17.4%, gaining
1.6%.

3 I have heard of Global Communities, and I
know what they do in Floreciente.
99 DON’T KNOW/NA/REFUSED
Q9.1- Are there any other organizations that
currently work in the Floreciente
neighborhood that you have encountered?

N/A

1 – 38.3%

N/A

2 – 54.8%
99 – 7.0%

1 YES
2 NO
99 REFUSED
PI X.7A

PI 2.3

% of targeted
beneficiaries who
are satisfied with
community
organizing efforts
of Global
Communities
and/or the
Neighborhood
Association

Q9.5- How satisfied are you with Global
Communities’ work in Floreciente?

% of target
beneficiaries who
believe ordinary
people can help
address
community
problems

Q3. People in Floreciente can help solve
problems, such as issues with snow removal,
keeping streets and buildings clean, and
reducing gang activity, in the neighborhood
(SELECT ONE).

N/A

1 – 0.9%
2 – 0.0%

1 Very dissatisfied

3 – 0.9%

2 Dissatisfied

4 – 12.2%

3 Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied

5 – 2.6%

4 Satisfied

99 – 83.5%

5 Very satisfied
99 DON’T KNOW/NA/REFUSED
1 – 5.0%

N/A

2 – 7.5%
3 – 10.0%
4 – 56.7%
5 – 19.2%

Do you:

Target: to increase
who *agree* or
*strongly agree*
from 76% by 5%
ACTUAL: N/A

99 – 1.7%

1 Strongly Disagree (with this statement)
2 Disagree
3 Neither Agree nor Disagree
4 Agree (with this statement, or)
5 Strongly Agree
99 DON’T KNOW/REFUSED
QB7. If public officials asked everyone to
conserve water or electricity TODAY because
of some emergency, how likely is it that
people in your neighborhood would
cooperate?

N/A

1 – 40.0%

Target: N/A

2 – 37.4%
3 – 11.3%

ACTUAL: N/A

4 – 3.5%
99 – 7.9%
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1 Very Likely
2 Likely
3 Unlikely
4 Very Unlikely
99 DON’T KNOW/NA/REFUSED
PI 2.4

% of targeted
beneficiaries giving
support to
members of their
community

Q3. I GIVE a lot of support to other members
of my community, such as lending money,
giving rides to friends, or watching children,
not including family. (SELECT ONE)
Do you:

1 – 4.2%

1 – 2.6%

2 – 17.5%

2 – 19.1%

3 – 18.3%

3 – 8.7%

4 – 48.3%

4 – 53.0%

5 – 9.2%

5 – 12.2%

99 – 2.5%

99 – 4.35%

1 – 8.3%

1 – 10.4%

2 – 30.8%

2 – 25.2%

3 – 14.2%

3 – 9.6%

4 – 38.3%

4 – 39.1%

5 – 7.5%

5 – 10.4%

99 – 0.8%

99 – 5.2%

1 Strongly Disagree (with this statement)

Target: to increase
who *agree* or
*strongly agree*
from 58% by 5%
Actual: increased
*agree* or
*strongly agree* to
65%, gaining 7%.

2 Disagree
3 Neither Agree nor Disagree
4 Agree (with this statement, or)
5 Strongly Agree
99 DON’T KNOW/NA/REFUSED
PI 2.5

% of targeted
beneficiaries
receiving support
from members of
their community

Q4. I RECEIVE a lot of support from other
members of my community, such as lending
money, giving rides to friends, or watching
children, not including family (SELECT ONE).
Do you:
1 Strongly Disagree (with this statement)

Target: to increase
who *agree* or
*strongly agree*
from 46% by 5%
Actual: increased
*agree* or
*strongly agree* to
50%, gaining 4%

2 Disagree
3 Neither Agree nor Disagree
4 Agree (with this statement, or)
5 Strongly Agree
99 DON’T KNOW/NA/REFUSED
PI 2.6

% of target
beneficiaries who
are willing to work
with others to
solve problems to
address a common
goal

Q4. People in Floreciente are willing to work
with people outside their family to help
address a common goal, such as increasing
childcare options, reducing crime, or
increasing job opportunities (SELECT ONE).

1 – 0.0%
2 – 10.8%
3 – 12.5%

Target: to increase
who *agree* or
*strongly agree*
from 72% by 5%

4 – 59.2%
5 – 12.5%

Do you:

N/A

ACTUAL: N/A

99 – 5.0%
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1 Strongly Disagree (with this statement)
2 Disagree
3 Neither Agree nor Disagree
4 Agree (with this statement, or)
5 Strongly Agree
99 DON’T KNOW/REFUSED
QB6. In your neighborhood, when problems
arise people work together to find a
solution.

N/A

1 – 7.8%

Target: N/A

2 – 12.2%
3 – 7.8%
4 – 51.3%

Do you:

5 – 9.6%
99 – 11.3%

1 Strongly Disagree (with this statement)
2 Disagree
3 Neither Agree nor Disagree
4 Agree (with this statement, or)
5 Strongly Agree
99 DON’T KNOW/NA/REFUSED
PI 2.7

% of target
beneficiaries
stating they
participate in
decision making in
their communities.

Q7. I participate in decision making, such as
voting, attending a community meeting, or
volunteering for a non-profit organization in
my community (SELECT ONE).

1 – 5.8%

N/A

2 – 30.0%
3 – 5.8%

Target: to increase
% who agree or
strongly agree
from 56% by 5%

4 – 47.5%
Do you:

5 – 8.3%

ACTUAL: N/A

99 – 2.5%
1 Strongly Disagree (with this statement)
2 Disagree
3 Neither Agree nor Disagree
4 Agree (with this statement, or)
5 Strongly Agree
99 DON’T KNOW/REFUSED
Q7-D13. Please say YES or NO if you have
participated in each of these types of
community decision making this past year
(ALL THAT APPLY).

N/A

1 – 24.4%

N/A

2 – 23.5%
3 – 33.9%
4 –26.1 %

1 Expressed your opinion at a neighborhood
meeting in Floreciente

-----------99– 48.7%
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2 Expressed your opinion at a public meeting
in Moline or the Quad Cities
3 Reached out to local groups to learn how
to support an issue that interests you

Percent
reflects the
percent
that
responded
“YES”

4 Met with a city official or elected leader on
an issue that interests you
99 DON’T KNOW/
Q7-D12. Of those actions you engaged in,
how many times total in the past year did
you participate in that type of decisionmaking?

N/A

1 – 7.0%

N/A

2 – 23.5%
3 – 12.2%
4 – 2.6%
5 – 2.6%

Do you:

99 –52.2%
1 NONE
2 1 to 2
3 3 to 4
4 5 to 6
99 DON’T KNOW/NA/REFUSED
PI 3.1

# of people who
participate in
workforce
readiness, training,
and educational
activities, including
mentorship and
internship
programs.

Do you currently belong to any of the
following groups? (MULTIPLE ANSWERS)

N/A

3 – 2.6%

1 A volunteer group associated with religion

4 –12.2%

2 A civic group or activity

5 – 18.3%

3 A political activity

6 – 3.5%

4 A school committee or association

-----------7 – 60.0%

6 Other
7 None

% of target
beneficiaries
reporting
increased degree
of connection to

N/A

2 – 7.8%

5 A Charitable Group/ Non-profit

PI 3.5A

1 – 14.8%

Percent
reflects the
percent
that
responded
“YES”

Q1. I feel connected to…

1 – 28.3%

1 – 26.1%

1 The Floreciente neighborhood

2 – 18.3%

2 – 16.5%

2 The Floreciente neighborhood and Moline

3 – 6.7%

3 – 6.1%

3 The Floreciente neighborhood, Moline and
Rock Island County

4 – 42.5%

4 – 45.2%

Target: N/A
Actual: *Quad
Cities overall*
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the broader Quad
Cities economy

4 The Quad Cities overall

5 – 4.2%

5 – 6.1%

5 NONE OF THESE

99 – 0.0%

99 – 0.0%

increased to 45%,
gaining 3%.

9 DON’T KNOW/REFUSED
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE DATA COLLECTION / NEXT STEPS
In considering future measurement of community identity and the impact of the presence of Global
Communities in this Moline community, it is necessary to assess how well the new questions were
received and what insight they evoked. See Appendix 2. It appears the data at the end of the midterm
does include some clues about action that can be taken to move forward and/or insight into where the
largest challenges lie. Some of the following themes may be further investigated, to broaden
understanding:
→MAINTAIN QUESTIONS FOR TRENDING DATA IN ANY FURTHER DATA COLLECTION EFFORT:
The item questioning if services were getting better or worse (or were unchanged) resulted in
positive neighborhood feedback. A large percentage of neighbors reported that services for
their neighborhood have gotten better relative to other local neighborhoods. (Figure 5 in the
report details this). This is one example of many questions from which trending data could be
gathered and useful in a study of impact.
→PROBE FURTHER ON TRENDING DATA FOR SERVICES: Probe respondents on how services have
improved or worsened relative to other neighborhoods. When answers to question 2.1 indicate
movement (either in the direction of improvement or deterioration) a follow-up probe could be
used to further understand the situation. For example, ‘What services have gotten better and
why.“ Or “Please describe how services have gotten worse”.
→MEASURE CIVIC ENGAGEMENT: The challenge any non-profit may face in attempting to serve
as a catalyst for civic engagement was a message gained from a new line of questioning. A
ranking question developed for the midterm data collection clearly demonstrated the notion
that civic activities are their lowest priority, with just over a half indicating it was the least
important activity among the four other free-time commitments. This was displayed fully across
demographically diverse groups. Yet participants were quite willing to offer their support for a
hypothetical neighborhood improvement project. Civic engagement remains important to the
measurements of community success outlined in the Social Capital Index. Future questions
might therefore refine this tradeoff further. The question remains: would a follow-up to this
ranking exercise have produced additional, actionable, information?
→CONSIDER SUCCESS OF CHANGE TO EMPLOYMENT QUESTION: The midterm employment
question elicited more data verifying employment type. Did this change in approach for the
midterm also elicit the level of detail that was desired by Global Communities? Will this detail be
useful to help Global Communities in future planning related to this community?
→PROBE ON THE GLOBAL COMMUNITIES MISSION: A further recommendation is to consider
probing more on Global Communities specifically, especially as part of the final evaluation. In
addition to asking about awareness of the organization, participants could be asked whether
they are familiar with specific projects or initiatives in which Global Communities has been
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involved. Another probe would explore if respondents participated in these projects and if those
efforts have been viewed as helpful for the community.
•

→LOOK AHEAD: Ask questions about the future of the neighborhood as well. Residents may be
willing to give their perspectives on the biggest challenges facing Floreciente… and the biggest
opportunities. Consider inclusion of an open-ended question to spur discussion on how to plan
for challenges that lay ahead and what strengths the community has to address them. For
example, “Looking forward five years, what will be the biggest challenges to this
neighborhood?” or “What are the biggest strengths of this community to get it through difficult
times?”
→FOLLOW-UP FOR INSIGHT INTO GROUPS/CIVIC BEHAVIOR AFFECTED BY POLITICAL CLIMATE:
One item that could also serve as a next step is a basic take home message for Global
Communities from this experience according to Professor Rocha. He offered that “… the current
political environment has put the squeeze on Spanish speakers and promoted disengagement
among that population. (It is known, from separate work, that immigration enforcement has
resulted in less involvement among immigrants, many of whom live in mixed-status families.)
With ongoing changes to the enforcement of immigration laws, these changes could
continue. Thus, Global Communities might focus their outreach efforts on that group…”
although not a simple undertaking. Ongoing political discussion and policy changes related to
immigration could lead to continuation of this decrease in engagement among mixed-status
families and Latinos more broadly. Given that a sizeable proportion of the Floreciente
population is Hispanic or Latino, this could produce an overall decline in engagement that
affects the whole community.
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APPENDIX 2_Inventory_New_Question_at_Midterm

MIDTERM QUESTION

Scale

Q2. Relative to other neighborhoods, in Moline or the
rest of the Quad Cities, I am satisfied with my ability
no change
to ACCESS services and resources, such as help
with housing concerns, garbage removal, and street
lighting, in this community.

RATIONALE FOR QUESTIONS ADDED OR CHANGED AT
(Borrowed
MIDTERM
from Annisa's notes… expanded in Appendix
Q)
2016 QUESTION ALTERED: The data collected at baseline for a general satisfaction
question about ACCESS to neighborhood services and resources suggested 85.8%
satisfied (agree/strongly agree). Since that differed greatly from what GC had been
hearing from neighbors, it was considered that respondents may have been
comparing access to services with homes in Mexico. Wording was added at
midterm to focus respondents on more local comparisons.

Q2.1 Relative to OTHER neighborhoods in Moline or
the Quad Cities, do you think services (like
1 Gotten Better
addressing neighborhood housing concerns, garbage
2 Stayed the Same
NEW Q for 2017: This question is a new follow-up to the baseline survey question
removal and street lighting) for YOUR neighborhood
3 Gotten Worse
about quality of neighborhood services. It is intended to capture MOVEMENT in
in the past year have gotten better, stayed the same,
the direction of positive or negative.
or gotten worse?
Of the following activities, which would you
see as the most IMPORTANT use of
[IMAGINE THAT] there is a NEW project aimed at
YOUR free time?
improving the Floreciente neighborhood (for
[PLEASE ORDER THE CARDS BY MOST
example: a beautification/parks project, a
IMPORTANT TO LEAST]
neighborhood association, increased opportunities to
1.
Volunteering time for the new
communicate with city officials or information
neighborhood project (just mentioned)
sessions on renters’ rights).
2.
Church/family activities
We are interested in how you would rank the
3.
Recreational/entertainment
importance of THAT type of new neighborhood
activities
project versus other uses of your free time.
4.
Civic activities where you already
[HAND 4 CARDS TO RESPONDENT]
volunteer
NEW Q for 2017: This question was added to measure social cohesion (per
7/9 DK / REF
Social Capital Index B: Attitudes Toward Participation)
5.
DON’T HAVE FREE TIME
1 Strongly Disagree (with that statement)
2 Disagree
In your neighborhood, it is generally expected that
3 Neither Agree nor Disagree
people will volunteer or help in neighborhood
4 Agree
projects. Do you:
NEW Q for 2017: This question was added to measure social cohesion (per
5 Strongly Agree
Social Capital Index B: Attitudes Toward Participation)
6 Don't Know/Refused/NA
1 Strongly Disagree (with that statement)
QB6. The next statement is: In your neighborhood, 2 Disagree
when problems arise people work together to find a 3 Neither Agree nor Disagree
solution. What is your level of agreement to with that 4 Agree
NEW Q for 2017: This question was added to measure social cohesion (per
statement?
5 Strongly Agree
Social Capital Index B: Attitudes Toward Participation)
6 Don't Know/Refused/NA
1.
Very Likely
QB7. If public officials asked everyone to conserve
2.
Likely
water or electricity TODAY because of some
NEW Q for 2017: This question was added to measure neighborhood
3.
Unlikely or
emergency, how likely is it that people in your
strength/breadth (this measure was recommended by Professor Rene Rocha as
4.
Very Unlikely
neighborhood would cooperate?
it relates to and closely paralells Social Capital Index F)
6 Don't Know/Refused/NA
1. Expressed your opinion at a neighborhood
meeting in Floreciente?
2. Expressed your opinion at a public meeting
Q7-D13 We are interested in how you participate in
in Moline or the Quad Cities ?
neighborhood decision-making. I have a list of
3. Reached out to local groups to learn how
actions. Please say YES or NO if you have
to support an issue that interests you (for
participated in each of these types of community
example, schools, roads, parks, small
decision-making this past year (ALL THAT
business?)
APPLY). Have you:
4. Met (either individually or as a group) with
a city official or elected leader on an issue that NEW Q for 2017: This question was added to measure social norms of
[IF NONE CHECKED, SKIP TO Q8]
interests you?
accountability
and inclusion (per Social Capital Index D) / This question asks about
DEMONSTRATED behavior of social participation.
7 NA/ DK/ REF
1. NONE [If none checked, skip to
Q7-D12 Of those actions you engaged in…
Q8]
[MEETING city leaders, REACHING OUT to
2. 1 to 2
groups or EXPRESSING your opinion in meetings]
NEW Q for 2017: This question was added to measure social norms of
3. 3 to 4
HOW MANY times TOTAL in the past year did you
accountability and inclusion (per Social Capital Index D) / This question QUANTIFIES
4. 5 to 6
participate in that TYPE OF DECISION-MAKING?
recent DEMONSTRATED behavior of social participation.
5. More than 6
7 NA/ DK/ REF
Q7 – D14 - ONLY FOR THOSE THAT ANSWERED
“YES” to 3 (issue group) or 4 (met an official) above. 1. NONE
You mentioned that you “reached out to local 2. 1 to 2
groups” or “met with a city official” in the previous 3. 3 to 4
question… In the past year, approximately how many 4. 5 to 6
times were you part of an initiative to follow-up on 5. More than
NEW Q for 2017: This question was added to measure social norms of
those actions? (like a second meeting either with the 6 7 NA/ DK/
accountability and inclusion (per Social Capital Index D) / This question QUANTIFIES
group or with a local official)
REF

Are there any other organizations that currently work
in the Floreciente neighborhood that you have
encountered?

recent DEMONSTRATED behavior of social participation and leadership.
NEW Q for 2017: This question asks directly about satisfaction with work done by
Global Communities. This was not relavant at baseline because GC was just
being introduced to the neighborhood at that time.
NEW Q for 2017: This question asks for respondents to identify other agencies
working in the neighborhood due to confusion at baseline about who GC was
and what they do.

If so, please tell me the names of these
organizations and what they do.

2017 Follow-up to NEW Q (Q9)

Q.9.5 – How satisfied are you with Global
Communities’ work in Floreciente?

Q 30-A1: Do you currently belong to any of the
following groups? (MULTIPLE ANSWERS)

       A Volunteer group associated with
religion
ð
A Civic Group or activity (for example:
neighborhood association, social justice
group, sitting on a city committee or being an
election judge)
ð
A Political activity (including running for
elected office, volunteering for a campaign but
NOT as an election judge)
ð
A School committee or association
(parent associations or classroom volunteer) ð
A Charitable group / non-profit (housing assist
groups, elderly assistance, food pantry…)
ð
OTHER _____[PLEASE DESCRIBE
OTHER]______________________________ NEW Q for 2017: This question was added to measure PARTICIPATION IN
___________
COMMUNITY GROUPS AND ACTIVITIES (per Social Capital Index A) / This

[IF NO GROUPS CHECKED IN Q30-A1: SKIP TO
Q10]
Q30-A2 – Over the past year, approximately how
often did you participate in these groups’ activities by
attending a meeting or event? [IF MORE THAN ONE
GROUP CHECKED “what was your combined
attendance?”]

1. NONE
2. 1 to 2
3. 3 to 4
4. 5 to 6
5. More than
6 7 NA/ DK/
REF
1. NONE
Q30-A3 – Over the past year, how many times did
2. 1 to 2
you contribute to projects for these groups? (For
3. 3 to 4
example volunteering, leading a group, or organizing
4. 5 to 6
an event) [INCLUDES DONATING TIME/SKILLS
5. More than
NOT MONEY]
6 7 NA/ DK/
1.
YES
REF
Q11.1 Are you comfortable communicating in
2.
NO [SKIP TO
more than one language?
Q12] 7 NA/ DK/ REF
Q11.2: What languages do you speak?
1. Work at home for money
2. Work OUTSIDE the home
3. Pension / Retired [SKIP TO Q14]
Q12. I have a short list of ways people earn income
4. Earn money some other way
Q12.1
for themselves and their families. As I read
Please explain:
through the list, please say YES to any that
_____________________________
describe ways that YOU make money:
5. NOT CURRENTLY WORKING FOR
MONEY [SKIP TO Q14]
7 NA/ DK/ REF
ALSO: INTERVIEWER CODE/CIRCLE
APPROPRIATE JOB CATEGORY(S) [ASK IF
UNCERTAIN!!]
1. PROFESSIONAL/
Q13. Please describe your job(s)…[or how
SALARIED
you earn income]._______________________
2. WAGE/SKILLED
3. WAGE/UNSKILLED
4. SELF-EMPLOYED
5. OTHER
7 NA/ DK/ REF
added to ___Children 18 and under - IF
CHECKED: How many children 18 & under?
______
Q17.1 What is your primary reason for wanting to
move out of the neighborhood?

question QUANTIFIES recent DEMONSTRATED behavior of formal group
participation.

2017 Follow-up to NEW Q (Q30-A1): This question quantifies PARTICIPATION
IN COMMUNITY GROUPS AND ACTIVITIES mentioned in Q30-A1.

2017 Follow-up to NEW Q (Q30-A1): This question quantifies PARTICIPATION
IN COMMUNITY GROUPS AND ACTIVITIES mentioned in Q30-A1.
NEW Q for 2017: This question was added to provide insight on language status
of neighborhood members
NEW Q for 2017: This question was added to provide insight on language status
of neighborhood members

UPDATED Q for 2017: This question was modified from the 2016 version due
to confusion of neighborhood members on income (pensioners in particular)

Follow-up to Q for 2017: This question was modified from the 2016 version due
to confusion of neighborhood members on income (pensioners in particular)
Follow-up to Q for 2017: This question was expanded to capture the number
of children (<18)
NEW Q for 2017: This question was added to gain further insight into
neighborhood discontent and issues to address going forward

APPENDIX-3

SURVEY ID#_______________________
SURVEY START TIME:_______________
SURVEY END TIME: ________________
INTERVIEWER ID:__________________

Community Engagement Study in Floreciente
INTRO: Hi, my name is _____________, and we work for the University of Iowa in Iowa City, Iowa. We
were in this neighborhood last year and interviewed about 120 of your neighbors.
We were hired by an organization, Global Communities, that works in the Floreciente neighborhood.
They want to learn more about people’s experiences living here. The results of our study will be used
to help improve Global Communities’ work. We don’t ask for respondent names so answers are
confidential.
Did you speak with us last year? YES/NO [IF YES:] Thank you for that!
Can I take a minute to tell you more about the study this year?
YES/NO [IF NO, ASK TO SCHEDULE A BETTER TIME OR IF THERE IS SOMEONE ELSE IN THEIR
HOME WHO WOULD LIKE TO TALK.]

[RESEARCH SUBJECT INFORMED CONSENT: MUST BE READ VERBATIM]
You are being invited to participate in a research study being conducted by investigators from The University
of Iowa. We will not collect your name or any identifying information about you, so in our reports it will not
be possible to link you to your survey answers.
If you agree to participate, we would like you to answer approximately 30-37 questions: mostly asking for
your opinions of experiences living in the Floreciente neighborhood. You are free to skip any questions that
you wish. It will take approximately 12-14 minutes depending on your answers.
Taking part in this research study is completely voluntary. If you do not wish to participate in this study or
feel uncomfortable continuing at any point, please inform the interview pair.
If you have questions about the rights of research subjects, please contact the Human Subjects Office, 105
Hardin Library for the Health Sciences, 600 Newton Rd, the University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242-1098,
(319) 335-6564, or email irb@uiowa.edu

Q. CONSENT: Now I need to ask you formally: are you willing to talk with us?
1. YES
2. NO [is there another adult resident here that may be willing to talk?]
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Q. QUAL. First, I have a couple of questions to make sure you are part of our target population.



Do you live in the Floreciente (West End) neighborhood? (show map )
Are you at least 18 years old?
[IF YES TO BOTH = ELIGIBLE = SKIP TO “BEGIN INSTRUMENT”]
[IF NOT ELIGIBLE:]Is there anyone in the household who might be eligible to participate?
[IF NOT ELIGIBLE AND NO OTHER HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS OFFERED:
“Thank you very much for your time anyway. Have a good day.”
IF CHILD ENCOUNTERED:
(CONTINGENCY INTRO IF DOOR IS ANSWERED BY A CHILD (if unsure minor status):
Hi, my name is XXXX, and I work for the University of Iowa in Iowa City, Iowa. We have
been hired by an organization that works in the Floreciente neighborhood and want to
learn more about experiences living in Floreciente.Is there someone here that is 18 years or
older that I can talk with about that?
YES (start intro again)
NO (When will someone 18 be home so we can stop back?)

BEGIN INTERVIEW

I am going to start with a question about your level of connection with your community.
For this statement, please indicate the one choice that best fits you:
Q1. I feel connected to… (SELECT ONE)
1 The Floreciente neighborhood
2 The Floreciente neighborhood and Moline
3 The Floreciente neighborhood, Moline, and Rock Island County
4 The Quad Cities overall
5 NONE OF THESE
7. DON’T KNOW
8. NOT APPLICABLE
9 REFUSED
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Next, we want to know your level of agreement with some statements about neighborhood
resources. The first statement is:
Q2. Relative to other neighborhoods, in Moline or the rest of the Quad Cities, I am satisfied with my
ability to ACCESS services and resources, such as help with housing concerns, garbage removal, and
street lighting, in this community. Do you:
1 Strongly Disagree (with this statement)
2 Disagree
3 Neither Agree nor Disagree
4 Agree (with this statement, or)
5 Strongly Agree
7. DON’T KNOW
8. NOT APPLICABLE
9 REFUSED
Q2.1 Relative to OTHER neighborhoods in Moline or the Quad Cities, do you think services (like
addressing neighborhood housing concerns, garbage removal and street lighting) for YOUR
neighborhood in the past year have gotten better, stayed the same, or gotten worse?
1. GOTTEN BETTER
2. STAYED THE SAME
3. GOTTEN WORSE
7. DON’T KNOW
9. REFUSED
QB-4: For the next question please consider the following scenario:
[IMAGINE THAT] there is a NEW project aimed at improving the Floreciente neighborhood (for example:
a beautification/parks project, a neighborhood association, increased opportunities to communicate
with city officials or information sessions on renters’ rights).
We are interested in how you would rank the importance of THAT type of new neighborhood project
versus other uses of your free time.

[HAND 4 CARDS TO RESPONDENT]
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Of the following activities, which would you see as the most IMPORTANT use of YOUR free time?
[PLEASE ORDER THE CARDS BY MOST IMPORTANT TO LEAST]
RANK #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7
9.

Volunteering time for the new neighborhood project (just mentioned)
______
Church/family activities
______
Recreational/entertainment activities
______
Civic activities where you already volunteer
______
DON’T HAVE FREE TIME
DON’T KNOW
REFUSED
[INTERVIEWER DOCUMENTS RANK 1-4 TO THE RIGHT OF ACTIVITIES ABOVE]

For the next questions, again answer with your level of agreement to the statements read:
QB5. THE FIRST STATEMENT IS: In your neighborhood, it is generally expected that people will volunteer
or help in neighborhood projects.
Do you:
1. Strongly Disagree (with that statement)
2. Disagree
3. Neither Disagree nor Agree
4. Agree OR
5. Strongly Agree
7. DON’T KNOW
8. NOT APPLICABLE
9. REFUSED
QB6. The next statement is: In your neighborhood, when problems arise people work together to find a
solution.
What is your level of agreement to with that statement?
1. Strongly Disagree (with that statement)
2. Disagree
3. Neither Disagree nor Agree
4. Agree OR
5. Strongly Agree
7. DON’T KNOW
8. NOT APPLICABLE
9. REFUSED
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QB7. If public officials asked everyone to conserve water or electricity TODAY because of some
emergency, how likely is it that people in your neighborhood would cooperate?
1. Very Likely
2. Likely
3. Unlikely or
4. Very Unlikely
7. DON’T KNOW
8. NOT APPLICABLE
9. REFUSED
What is your level of agreement to these statements:
Q3. I give a lot of support to other members of my community, such as lending money, giving rides to
friends, or watching children, not including family. (SELECT ONE)
Do you:
1. Strongly Disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither Agree nor Disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly Agree
7. DON’T KNOW
8. NOT APPLICABLE
9. REFUSED
Q4 I receive a lot of support from other members of my community, such as lending money, giving rides
to friends, or watching children, not including family (SELECT ONE)
Do you:
1. Strongly Disagree
2. Disagree
3. Neither Agree nor Disagree
4. Agree
5. Strongly Agree
7. DON’T KNOW
8. NOT APPLICABLE
9. REFUSED
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Q7-D13 We are interested in how you participate in neighborhood decision-making. I have a list of
actions. Please say YES or NO if you have participated in each of these types of community decisionmaking this past year (ALL THAT APPLY)
Have you:
 1. Expressed your opinion at a neighborhood meeting in Floreciente?
 2. Expressed your opinion at a public meeting in Moline or the Quad Cities ?
 3. Reached out to local groups to learn how to support an issue that interests you (for example,
schools, roads, parks, small business?)
 4. Met (either individually or as a group) with a city official or elected leader on an issue that
interests you?
7. DON’T KNOW
8. NOT APPLICABLE
9. REFUSED
[IF NONE CHECKED, SKIP TO Q8]
IF ANY SELECTED:
Q7-D12 Of those actions you engaged in… [MEETING city leaders, REACHING OUT to groups or
EXPRESSING your opinion in meetings] HOW MANY times TOTAL in the past year did you
participate in that TYPE OF DECISION-MAKING?
1. NONE [If none checked, skip to Q8]
2. 1 to 2
3. 3 to 4
4. 5 to 6
5. More than 6
7. DON’T KNOW
8. NOT APPLICABLE
9. REFUSED
Q7 – D14 - ONLY FOR THOSE THAT ANSWERED “YES” to 3 (issue group) or 4 (met an official)
above.
You mentioned that you “reached out to local groups” or “met with a city official” in the
previous question…
In the past year, approximately how many times were you part of an initiative to follow-up on
those actions? (like a second meeting either with the group or with a local official)
1. NONE
2. 1 to 2
3. 3 to 4
4 5 to 6 or
5. More than 6 times
7. DON’T KNOW
8. NOT APPLICABLE
9. REFUSED
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Q8. Which of the following statements about Global Communities, a nonprofit working in Floreciente, is
MOST true for you? (SELECT ONE)
1 I have never heard of Global Communities.

(Skip to Q9.1)

2 I have heard of Global Communities, but I don’t know what they do in Floreciente. (Skip to
Q9.1))
3 I have heard of Global Communities, and I know what they do in Floreciente.
7. DON’T KNOW
8. NOT APPLICABLE
9. REFUSED
[IF Q8 = 3 ONLY:]
Q9.– There is no right or wrong answer to this, but what do you think Global Communities does
in Floreciente?

[IF Q8 = 3 ONLY:]
Q.9.5 – How satisfied are you with Global Communities’ work in Floreciente?
1
Very dissatisfied
2
Dissatisfied
3
Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
4
Satisfied
5
Very satisfied
7. DON’T KNOW
8. NOT APPLICABLE
9 REFUSED
Q9.1 Are there any other organizations that currently work in the Floreciente neighborhood that you
have encountered?
1.YES
2.NO [SKIP TO Q30-A1]
7. DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q30-A1]
9. REFUSED [SKIP TO Q30-A1]
[IF YES TO Q9.1 ONLY]
Q9.2 If you know, please tell me the name of any of these organizations and what they do.
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Q 30-A1: Do you currently belong to any of the following groups? (MULTIPLE ANSWERS)







A Volunteer group associated with religion
A Civic Group or activity (for example: neighborhood association, social justice group, sitting on
a city committee or being an election judge)
A Political activity (including running for elected office, volunteering for a campaign but NOT as
an election judge)
A School committee or association (parent associations or classroom volunteer)
A Charitable group / non-profit (housing assist groups, elderly assistance, food pantry…)
OTHER _____[PLEASE DESCRIBE OTHER]_________________________________________

[IF NO GROUPS CHECKED IN Q30-A1: SKIP TO Q10]
Q30-A2 – Over the past year, approximately how often did you participate in these groups’
activities by attending a meeting or event? [IF MORE THAN ONE GROUP CHECKED “what was
your combined attendance?”]
1.
NONE
2.
1 to 2 times/month
3.
3 to 4 times/month
4.
5 to 6 times/month
5.
More than 6 times/month
7. DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED
Q30-A3 – Over the past year, how many times did you contribute to projects for these groups?
(For example volunteering, leading a group, or organizing an event)
[INCLUDES DONATING TIME/SKILLS NOT MONEY]
1.
NONE
2.
1 to 2 times/month
3.
3 to 4 times/month
4.
5 to 6 times/month
5.
More than 6 times/month
7. DON’T KNOW
9 REFUSED
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We are almost finished, but I have a few questions about YOU so when reports are written we can
better represent the people we have spoken with.
Q10. GENDER: FIELD CODE/DO NOT ASK (SELECT ONE)
1MALE
2FEMALE
3OTHER
7. DON’T KNOW
9. REFUSED
Q11. What is your age? (SELECT ONE)
1)18-24
2)25-44
3)45-64
4) 65+
7. DON’T KNOW
9. REFUSED
Q11.1 Are you comfortable communicating in more than one language?
1. YES
2. NO [SKIP TO Q12]
7. DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q12]
9. REFUSED [SKIP TO Q12]
[IF YES TO BILINGUAL]
Q11.2: What languages do you speak?

Q12. I have a short list of ways people earn income for themselves and their families.
As I read through the list, please say YES to any that describe ways that YOU make money:
1. Work at home for money
2. Work OUTSIDE the home
3. Pension / Retired [SKIP TO Q14]
4. Earn money some other way
Q12.1 Please explain: _____________________________
5. NOT CURRENTLY WORKING FOR MONEY [SKIP TO Q14]
7. DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q14]
8. NOT APPLICABLE [SKIP TO Q14]
9. REFUSED [SKIP TO Q14]
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Q13. Please describe your job(s)…[or how you earn income]._______________________
_____________________________________________________________________
[If clarification needed: we are asking about formal employment AND informal employment
including paid work done from home or some other non-traditional work environment]
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
ALSO: INTERVIEWER CODE/CIRCLE APPROPRIATE JOB CATEGORY(S)
[ASK IF UNCERTAIN!!] 1. PROFESSIONAL/SALARIED
2. WAGE/SKILLED
3. WAGE/UNSKILLED
4. SELF-EMPLOYED
5. OTHER (DESCRIBE)_____________________
Q14. Do you rent or own your home? (SELECT ONE)
1. RENT
2. OWN
7. DON’T KNOW
9. REFUSED
Q15. Who lives in your HOME with you, besides yourself?
I will read you a list and please say YES or NO.
___ Spouse/significant other
___Children 18 and under

IF CHECKED: How many children 18 & under?

___Parents
___Other adult family members (e.g. grandmother, aunt, brother, children 19+)
___Other adults who are not related to you (roommates)
____I LIVE ALONE [ONLY ASK IF NO CATEGORIES ABOVE ARE YES]
____REFUSED
Q16. How long have you lived in this neighborhood? … in years
(INTERVIEWER READ ANSWER SET/SELECT ONE)
1 <1 year
2 1-2 years
3 3-5 years
4 6+
7. DON’T KNOW
9. REFUSED
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______

Q17. How long do you intend to stay in the neighborhood?... in years
(INTERVIEWER READ ANSWER SET/SELECT ONE)
1 <1 year
3 1-2 years
3 3-5 years
4 6+ [SKIP TO Q23]
7. DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q23]
9. REFUSED [SKIP TO Q23]

[ASK ALL EXCEPT IF Q17 IS 6 OR MORE YEARS (RESPONSE CHOICE 4]
Q17.1 What is your primary reason for wanting to move out of the neighborhood?

Q23. On average, how often do you check the social media website Facebook?
1
At least daily
2
2-5 times weekly
3
2-5 times a month
4
Less than once a month
5.
Not at all / Don’t use Facebook
7. DON’T KNOW
8. NOT APPLICABLE
9. REFUSED
That concludes the survey. Is there anything else you would like the researchers to know about your
experiences living in this community?

Thank you very much for participating! If you have any questions about the survey, please take this
flyer/card with a phone number you can call to reach me or my supervisor.
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APPENDIX-4

SURVEY ID#_______________________
SURVEY START TIME:_______________
SURVEY END TIME: ________________

Experiencia viviendo en Floreciente

INTERVIEWER ID:__________________

INTRO: Hola, mi nombre es ____ y él/ella es _____, y trabajamos para la Universidad de Iowa
en Iowa City, Iowa. Vinimos a este vecindario el año pasado y entrevistamos más o menos a
120 (ciento veinte) de sus vecinos.
Fuimos contratados por una organización que trabaja en la comunidad de Floreciente. Ellos
quieren aprender más sobre la experiencia viviendo en Floreciente. Los resultados de
nuestro estudio serán utilizados para ayudar mejorar el trabajo de Global Communities en
Floreciente. [No preguntaremos por su nombre, las respuestas son confidenciales]
Hablaste (informal)/ Hablo̒ (formal) con nosotros el año pasado? SI̒/NO (en caso de “si̒”,
gracias)
¿Puedo tomar un minuto para decirle sobre el estudio este año?
SI̒/NO (SI “NO”, PREGUNTA SI hay un mejor tiempo para regresar O SI HAY ALGUIEN EL
TU CASA QUIEN PUEDE HABLAR CON NOSOTROS)

La Forma de Consentimiento:
Te invitamos a participar en un estudio conducido por investigadores de la Universidad de Iowa.
Si estás de acuerdo participar, nos gustaría que conteste aproximadamente 30-37 (cuarenta)
preguntas: en general, son sobre sus opiniones y experiencias viviendo en el vecindario
Floreciente. Usted puede pasar cualquier pregunta que no desea responder. La encuesta le
tomara aproximadamente 10 minutos, dependiendo en sus repuestas.
No colectaremos su nombre o cualquier otra forma de identificación sobre usted que pueda
conectarlo a sus respuestas.
Su participación en este estudio es completamente voluntaria. Si usted no desea participar en
este estudio, por favor informar a los entrevistadores.
[Human Subjects Office, 105 Hardin Library for the Health Sciences, 600 Newton Rd, the

University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242-1098, (319) 335-6564, or email irb@uiowa.edu]
Q CONSENT: Ahora, necesito preguntarte oficialmente: ¿quiere hacer la entrevista con
nosotros?
1. Si ̒
2. No (¿Hay alguna otra persona que sea un adulto y residente aquí que gustaria hablar
con nosotros?)
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Q. QUAL. Primero, necesito preguntarle unas preguntas para verificar que es parte de nuestra
población objetivo.



E1: ¿Vive en el vecindario Floreciente? (muestre mapa)
E2: ¿Tiene al menos 18 años de edad?

SI NO ES CALIFICADO: ¿Hay alguien en la casa quién pueda contestar “si”̒ a las preguntas?
(En el caso son calificado, consigue. En el caso no son calificado y no hay otro miembro de la
casa: “Muchas gracias por su tiempo de todas formas. Tenga un buen día.”)
INTRO DE CONTINGENCIA SI LA PUERTA ES CONTESTADA POR UN NINO (o si no está seguro
del estado del menor):
INTRO PARA NINO: Hola, mi nombre es _____ y trabajo para la Universidad de Iowa en Iowa
City, Iowa. Fuimos contratados por una organización que trabaja en el vecindario Floreciente
para aprender más sobre sus experiencias viviendo en Floreciente.
¿Hay alguien aquí que tenga 18 años o más con quien pueda hablar sobre esto?
1. Si (iniciar la introducción de nuevo)
2. No (¿Cuándo será un buen tiempo para regresar cuando alguien de 18 años estará
en la casa?)
COMENZAR LA ENTREVISTA:
Voy a comenzar con una pregunta sobre su nivel de conexión con su comunidad.
Para esta declaración, por favor indica la opción que mejor representa su opinión.
Q1. Me siento conectado a…
1. El vecindario Floreciente
2. El vecindario Floreciente y Moline
3. El vecindario Floreciente, Moline, y Rock Island County
4. Los Quad Cities en general
5. NINGUNO de ESTOS
7. NO SE
8. NO ES APLICABLE
9. Deso no CONTESTAR
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Ahora, queremos saber su nivel de acuerdo con unas declaraciones sobre recursos del
vecindario.
Q2. En comparación con otros vecindarios en Moline o en losQuad Cities, estoy satisfecho con
mi capacidad para acceder (CONSEGUIR/OBTENER) a servicios y recursos, tales como ayuda con
problemas de vivienda, recolección de basura y alumbrado público, en esta comunidad. Eres…
1. Considerablemente en desacuerdo (con la declaración)
2. En desacuerdo
3. Ni en desacuerdo ni en acuerdo
4. Es en acuerdo O
5.Considerablemente en acuerdo (con la declaración)
7. NO SE
8. NO ES APLICABLE
9. NEGO CONTESTAR

Q2.1 ¿En comparación con otros vecindarios en Moline o en los Quad Cities, piensas que
servicios (como ayuda con problemas de vivienda, recolección de basura y alumbrado público)
para tu vecindario en el año pasado son mejor, igual , o peor?
1. MEJOR
2. Igual
3. PEOR
7. NO SE
8. NO ES APLICABLE
9. NEGO CONTESTAR
B-4. Ahora, por favor considere el siguiente escenario.
Imagina que hay una iniciativa NUEVA planeado a mejorar su comunidad de Floreciente (por
ejemplo: un proyecto de parque/embellecimiento, una organización del vecindario, más
oportunidades para comunicar con oficiales de la cuidad, o información acerca de los derechos
de inquilinos.
Nosotros somos interesados en como clasificaría la importancia de este nuevo proyecto con
otros usos de su tiempo libre.
[DAR 4 CARTAS A EL RESPONDANTE]
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¿Cuáles de las siguientes actividades considerarías el más importante uso de SU tiempo libre?
Por favor ordénalos al más importante al menos importante.
RANK:

1. Ofreciendo tiempo como voluntario para el proyecto
de vecindario nuevo que acabe̒ de mencionar.
2. Sus actividades de su iglesia o con su familia
3. Actividades de entretenimiento o recreativa
4. Actividades cívicas que ya ofreces tu tiempo
5. NO TENGO TIEMPO LIBRE
7. NO SE
8. NO ES APLICABLE
9. NEGO̒ CONTESTAR

1. _______
2._______
3._______
4.________

PARA ESTAS PRO̒ XIMAS PREGUNTAS, POR FAVOR CONTESTE CON SU NIVEL DE ACUERDO SOBRE
LAS DECLARACIO̒ NES:
QB5. LA PRIMERA DECLARACIO̒ N ES: En su comunidad, generalmente es esperado que gente
sea voluntario/a o ayude en proyectos del vecindario.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
8.
9.

Considerablemente en desacuerdo (con la declaración)
En desacuerdo
Ni en desacuerdo ni en acuerdo
Es en acuerdo O
Considerablemente en acuerdo (con la declaración)
NO SE
NO ES APLICABLE
NEGO̒ CONTESTAR

QB6. LA PRO̒ XIMA DECLARACIO̒ N ES: En su comunidad, cuando se presentan problemas, gente
trabajan juntos para buscar una solución.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Considerablemente en desacuerdo (con la declaración)
En desacuerdo
Ni en desacuerdo ni en acuerdo
Es en acuerdo O
Considerablemente en acuerdo (con la declaración)
7. NO SE
8. NO ES APLICABLE
9.NEGO̒ CONTESTAR
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QB7. ¿Si oficiales públicos preguntaran HOY a la gente del vecindario floreciente a conservar
agua y electricidad por una emergencia, cual es la probabilidad que se vecinos cooperen?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Probablemente
Probable
No lo creo̒
Muy improbablemente
7. NO SE
8. NO ES APLICABLE
9. NEGO CONTESTAR

POR FAVOR CONTESTAS CON SU NIVEL DE ACUERDO SOBRE LAS DECLARACIO̒ NES:
Q3. Yo DOY mucho apoyo a otros miembros de mi comunidad, como el préstamo de dinero,
dando paseos a amigos, o cuidando niños, no incluyendo familia. Eres…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Considerablemente en desacuerdo (con la declaración)
En desacuerdo
Ni en desacuerdo ni en acuerdo
Es en acuerdo O
Considerablemente en acuerdo (con la declaración)
7. NO SE
8. NO ES APLICABLE
9. NEGO CONTESTAR

Q4. Yo RECIBO mucho apoyo a otros miembros de mi comunidad, como el préstamo de dinero,
dando paseos a amigos, o cuidando niños, no incluyendo familia. Eres…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Considerablemente en desacuerdo (con la declaración)
En desacuerdo
Ni en desacuerdo ni en acuerdo
Es en acuerdo O
Considerablemente en acuerdo (con la declaración)
7. NO SE
8. NO ES APLICABLE
9. NEGO CONTESTAR
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Q7-D13. Queremos saber cómo participas en decisiones del vecindario. Tengo una lista de
acciones. Por favor di SI ̒ o NO indicando su participación en cada de estos tipos de actividades
comunidad en el año pasado.
En el año pasado:
D13.1 ¿Expresar su opinión en una reunión vecindario de Floreciente? SI/NO
 D13.2 ¿Expresar su opinión en una reunión de la comunidad de Moline o Quad
Cities? SI/NO
 D13.3 ¿Se ha puesto en contacto con una organización local que apoyen causas que
le interesen (por ejemplo, escuelas, parques, negocios locales)? SI/NO
 D13.4 ¿Reunirse (solo o con un grupo) con un oficial publico de la cuidad o un líder
elegido sobre un problema que te interese? SI/NO
7. NO SE
8. NO ES APLICABLE
9. NEGO CONTESTAR
[IF NONE checked, skip to Q8]
[IF ANY SELECTED:]
Q7-D12. En el año pasado, ¿cuantas veces en total participaste en estas acciones del
vecindario?
1. 0
2. 1-2
3. 3-4
4. 5-6
5. Más de 6
7. NO SE
8. NO ES APLICABLE
9. NEGO CONTESTAR
Q7-D14. ONLY FOR THOSE THAT ANSWERED “YES” TO 3 (issue group) or 4 (meet an
oficial) above.
Dijiste que ha “contactado una organizacion local” o “se reunion con un oficial de la
cuidad” en la última pregunta…
¿En el año pasado, cuantas veces fuiste una parte de una iniciativa a seguimiento de
estas acciones? (por ejemplo, una segunda reunión con el grupo o el oficial de la
cuidad).
1. 0
2. 1-2
3. 3-4
4. 5-6
5. Más de 6
7. NO SE
8. NO ES APLICABLE
9. NEGO CONTESTAR
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Q8. ¿Cuáles de las siguientes declaraciones sobre Global Communities, una organización sin
fines de lucro que trabaja en Floreciente, es más cierta para ti?
1. Nunca he oído de Global Communities. (SALTAR A #9.1)
2. He oído de Global Communities, pero no sé cuál sea su trabajo en Floreciente. (SALTAR
A #9.1)
3. He oído de Global Communities, y también sé que̒ hacen en Floreciente. (skip to 9)
7. NO SE
8. NO ES APLICABLE
9. NEGO CONTESTAR
[IF Q8 = 3 ONLY]:
Q9. Que tipo de trabajo hace Global Communities en Floreciente? No hay una repuesta
correcta, o incorrecta.

[IF Q8=3 ONLY]:
Q9.5. ¿Cuál es su nivel de satisfacción con el trabajo de Global Communities en
Floreciente?
1. Considerablemente insatisfecho
2. Insatisfecho
3. Ni Insatisfecho ni en satisfecho
4. Satisfecho
5. Considerablemente satisfecho
7. NO SE
8. NO ES APLICABLE
9. NEGO CONTESTAR
9.1 Hay otras organizaciones que actualmente trabajan a mejorar la comunidad Floreciente que
ha visto?
1. Si
2. No (SKIP TO Q30-A1)
7. NO SE (SKIP TO Q30-A1)
9. NEGO̒ CONTESTAR (SALTAR A Q30-A1)
(IF YES TO Q9.1 ONLY)
9.2 Me podría decir el/los nombre(s) de la(s) organización(es) y lo que hacen?
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Q 30-A1. ¿Actualmente, eres parte de alguna de las siguientes organizaciones?
 Un grupo voluntario de religión SI/NO
 Un grupo cívico (por ejemplo: juez/-a de elección, asociación del vecindario,
grupo de justicia social, o parte de un comité de la cuidad) SI/NO
 Un grupo de político (incluyendo candidata para la oficina elegida, ser
voluntario para una campaña, pero NO como juez de elección) SI/NO
 Comité de escuela o asociación (asociación de padres o voluntario de salón de
clases) SI/NO
 Un grupo caritativo o sin fines de lucro (grupos de asistencia de vivienda,
asistencia para los ancianos, una despensa de los alimentos) SI/NO
 Otro grupo de la comunidad SI/NO
o IF YES: por favor describe este grupo:____________________________
[if no groups checked in Q30-A1: skip to Q10]
Q30-A2. En el año pasado, queremos saber más o menos cuantas veces participaste en
estos grupos. ¿Cuantas veces fuiste a una reunión o evento para estos grupos?
1. 0
2. 1-2 veces/mes
3. 3-4 veces/mes
4. 5-6 veces/mes
5. Más de 6 veces/mes
7. NO SE
9. NEGO CONTESTAR
Q30-A3. ¿En el año pasado, cuantas veces contribuiste a proyectos para estos grupos?
(por ejemplo – dando tiempo como voluntario, liderando un grupo, o organizando un
evento) [NO INCLUYE DONANDO DINERO]
1. 0
2. 1-2 veces/mes
3. 3-4 veces/mes
4. 5-6 veces/mes
5. Más de 6 veces/mes
7. NO SE
9. NEGO CONTESTAR
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Casi terminamos, pero tengo algunas preguntas sobre usted para representar más
eficientemente los respondedores.
Q10. GE̒NERO: SELECCIONA UNO
1.
2.
3.
7.
9.

Hombre
Mujer
Otro
NO SE
NEGO CONTESTAR

Q11. Cuál es su edad?
1.
2.
3.
4.
7.
9.

18-24
25-44
45-64
65+
NO SE
NEGO CONTESTAR

Q11.1 Eres cómodo/a hablando en más de un idioma?
1.
2.
7.
9.

SI
NO (Saltar a Q12)
NO SE (saltar a Q12)
NEGO CONTESTAR (saltar a Q12)
[IF yes to 11.1]:
11.2. ¿Cuáles idiomas hablas?

Q12. Tengo una lista de maneras que gente ganan dinero. Cuando leo la lista, por favor
contestas con “si̒” a cualquier que describe una manera que ganas dinero.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

¿Trabaja en su proprio casa ganar dinero? Si̒/No
¿Trabaja afuera de su casa ganar dinero? Si̒/No
¿Recibe pensión o es retirado /-a? Si̒/No (saltar a Q14)
¿Gana dinero de otra manera? Si̒/No
a. Q12.1 Por favor, ¿puede explicar?___________________________
ACTUALMENTE NO ESta TRABAJANDO por DINERO (saltar a Q14)
NO SE (saltar a Q14)
NO ES APLICABLE (saltar a Q14)
NEGO CONTESTAR (saltar a Q14)
NEGO CONTESTAR (saltara Q14)
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Q13. Por favor, ¿puede describir su trabajo? ¿Cómo gana su dinero para usted y su familia?
___________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
ALSO: INTERVIEWER CODE/CIRCLE APPROPRIATE JOB CATEGORY(S) [ASK IF
UNCERTAIN!!]:
1. PROFESSIONAL/SALARIED
2. WAGE/SKILLED
3. WAGE/UNSKILLED
4. SELF-EMPLOYED
5.OTHER (DESCRIBE) ____________________________
Q14. ¿Renta su casa o es dueño de su casa?
1. RENT
2. OWN
7. NO SE
9. NEGO CONTESTAR
Q15. ¿Quienes viven en su CASA , aparte de usted mismo?
Yo leo una lista. Por favor di SI̒ o NO
___Esposo/-a o persona significativa
___Niños menor de 18 (dieciocho) años de edad
 ¿Cuántos niños menores de 18 (dieciocho) anos de edad? ___________
___Padres
___Otros miembros de la familia adultos (por ejemplo: abuelos, tíos, hermanos, o niños
mayores de 19 (diecinueve) anos de edad)
___ Otros adultos que no son miembros de su familia
___VIVE SOLO
___NEGO̒ CONTESTAR

Q16. ¿Cuantos años ha vivido en este vecindario?
1.
2.
3.
4.
7
9

Menos de un ano
1-2 años
3-5 años
Más de 6 años
NO SE
NEGO CONTESTAR
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Q17. ¿Cuántos años tiene la intención de quedarse en el vecindario?
1. Menos de un ano
2. 1-2 años
3. 3-5 años
4. Más de 6 años
7. NO SE
9. NEGO CONTESTAR
[IF Q17 IS 1,2, OR 3]:
Q17.1. ¿Cual es su primera razón para mudarse del vecindario?

Q23. ¿Generalmente, con qué frecuencia chequa el sitio web Facebook?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
8.
9.

cada día
2-5 (dos a cinco) veces la semana
2-5 veces el mes
Menos de un mes
Nunca/no usa Facebook
NO SE
NO ES APLICABLE
NEGO CONTESTAR

Eso concluye el estudio. ¿Hay algo más que querría que los investigadores sepan sobre sus
experiencias viviendo en este vecindario?

Muchas gracias por participar. Si tenge alguna preguntas sobre el estudio, por favor tome
esta tarjeta con un número de teléfono. Puedas llamar para contactar yo o mi supervisora.
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APPENDIX 5: METHODOLOGY SUPPLEMENT
This appendix should be viewed as a supplement to the Methodology section in the report. It further
defines field protocol and other study details that are provided in the report on page 3.)
QUESTIONNAIRE DEVELOPMENT: Global Communities worked with ISRC to refine the survey instrument
used in the baseline data collection effort to be used effectively for the midterm data collection. The
survey instrument was to again be utilized during face-to-face canvassing-type interviews (door-to-door)
to measure current community connectedness and perceptions. The main items of interest are changes
in public perception, community-cohesion, and awareness of Global Communities. Much of the survey
content mirrored baseline questions to measure change over time. Some script modification, question
crafting and adding new questions, was also done to the midterm survey instrument with the goal of
clearer measurement of social accountability and inclusion and to illicit more information suggesting
trust in community. In addition, Global Communities requested the addition of some questions from
their new Social Capital Index to be included for testing and adding these required eliminating others for
the midterms. The rationale for modifications fall into three types: 1) question changes (to reduce
ambiguity of baseline questions), 2) updates to demographic questions (related to language proficiency
and employment) and 3) investigating ‘why’. The investigation into ‘why’ was meant to expand on
information at baseline data. One example was the addition of the question in 2017: “What is your
primary reason for wanting to move out of the neighborhood?” See Appendix 7 for a full listing of
question changes and additions to the 2017 survey instrument.
The final midterm survey instrument contained 34 distinct questions. Twenty-eight of these questions
were quantitative and six elicited open-ended text responses. Several of these questions were
contingent upon previous answers, seeking to follow up on only specific responses. Appendices 1 and 2
contain the final English and Spanish versions of the survey instrument.
PILOT INTERVIEWS: All ISRC interviewers have undergone general data collection methodological
training and have completed a Citi Human Subjects Protections certification. Training on this specific
survey took place in early April. The midterm survey instrument underwent pilot testing on April 6,
2017. This pilot effort took place in West Liberty, Iowa, a town approximately 40 miles Northwest of
Moline, Illinois. The 2010 census reported approximately 52% of the population of West Liberty
identified as Hispanic or Latino ethnicity. Four face-to-face interviews were conducted on this day in
April: one in Spanish and three in English. Another pilot interview was conducted in Spanish via
telephone on April 14th to gain further insight into the script changes made. The average length of the
pilot interviews was calculated to be 26 minutes.
The pilot identified the following:
• Interview Duration: the script length and time to administer the script was a concern; the decision
was made by the Global Communities team to reduce the instrument
• The Ranking Question (QB-4) Vetted Well: pilot respondents understood and responded well to the
format of this question along with the cards used to rank priorities
• Non-Response Disposition Options: it was recommended to consistently apply the Don’t Know and
Not Applicable and Refused options
• Wage Earning: a misunderstanding with the question about how the respondents earns income was
addressed here

ANNOUNCEMENT FLIERS: On the date of April 20, 2017 the Floreciente neighborhood was canvased
and fliers were distributed to doorsteps (door handles) throughout the neighborhood. The fliers
announced that the University of Iowa would be conducting midterm data collection efforts in the
Floreciente neighborhood on subsequent weekends. The fliers were coral colored and contained a brief
explanation of the Moline data collection first in Spanish and then in English. The University of Iowa tollfree study phone number was offered on this flier in case residents had questions, wanted to decline
participation, or schedule an appointment for an interview. Only one neighborhood resident utilized the
University of Iowa telephone number to indicate that he was interested in taking part in the interview.
TARGET SAMPLE DEFINED: Consistent with the baseline methodology, the survey instrument was
designed to target any neighborhood resident 18 years of age or older. The Floreciente neighborhood
was found in 2016 to have 387 distinct, marked, dwellings. Data collection for the midterm consisted of
four separate days across three weekends in the spring of 2017. Care was taken in scheduling field dates
that did not conflict with local events. Local Global Communities representatives assisted in identifying
the following as optimal fielding dates: April 22-23, 2017 (Saturday and Sunday), April 30, 2017 (Sunday);
and May 6, 2017 (Saturday).
Data collection logistics involved sending 10-12 interviewers into the Floreciente neighborhood each of
these days. Groups of two interviewers (pairs of English & bilingual Spanish-speaking interviewers) were
assigned to one of four neighborhood zones (see map in Appendix 3.) The zones ranged in size from 77
to 106 dwellings each. If an interviewer encountered more than one qualified respondent at a single
residence, he/she was trained to request participation from each. In order to maximize the total
number of responses, multiple respondent interviews were permitted per household when possible.
This resulted in multiple interviews from 3 households over the course of the midterm data collection.
The proportional volume of respondents with more than one complete within a dwelling is small for the
midterm: 8 of the 115 (6.95%) so it is anticipated that any impact on results due to this dynamic would
also be minimal.
TRACKING DATA (SAMPLE DISPOSITION REPORT): During the data collection effort, participant
responses were documented on hard copies of the surveys. The color of the printed survey indicated
what language was used for conducting the interview (for example, Spanish language interviews were
on yellow paper). Unique survey identification numbers were used on the surveys themselves to link
survey data to separate maps and tracking information that could identify a respondent or their
location. No addresses or other identifiable information was documented on the survey instrument.
The progress for each day was documented on Tracking Sheets which also acknowledged each attempt
made per dwelling along with the disposition status for each effort. The final disposition report can be
found in Appendix 4 and provides some insight into the status of those households in the neighborhood
that did not participate. Refusals accounted for just under 15% of the sample population at the midterm
data collection (58/387=14.99%). This was double the refusals encountered in the 2016 baseline effort
(documented at 7%). In 60 cases (15.5%), the land parcel was deemed “vacant or not a residence” and
for another 14 homes (3.6%), some barrier to entry existed (like a dog or gate) and the residence was
not approached. For those houses left unresolved at the end of data collection (“no-contact-made” or
“revisit” status), the average number of efforts to contact was 2.6 attempts.

The survey tracking numbers included a letter A, B, C or D to distinguish the zone where the dwelling
was located. Additional sample information was documented by the interviewing staff on separate
tracking sheets that identified each dwelling in the zone. These tracking sheets were used in
conjunction with a Zone Map for coverage strategy. The map coordinated the address with a directional
indicator so the interviewers would have a “Start” point and an “End” point.
PRESENTATION METHODOLOGY: As with the 2016 baseline, an in-person mode of data collection was
chosen because it leads to a higher response rate than a hard copy or web-based survey. In addition,
this methodology allows for a complexity of questions and skip patterns, and probing techniques for
unanswered questions, that a written survey does not. Per the University of Iowa Internal Review Board
(IRB) Human Subjects’ Rights standards, interviewers may not mislead or coerce respondents. And
interview duration was immediately documented on the survey instrument as “start time” and “stop
time”.
OPEN END CODING: Open ended questions were analyzed identifying categories or themes from the
data. Protocol for this coding dictated that two individuals independently categorized the data during
the first round of analysis. Then the independent results were discussed with the final categorization
determined from these discussions.
DATA SECURITY: Electronic data files (including sample data and all identifying information) are stored
in access-controlled folders on the ISRC shared drive. These files are accessible only to the Project
Manager and key ISRC personnel. Unless otherwise requested, upon the close of the project, these files
are archived in a separate, secure, location and destroyed after a five years.
PARTICIPATION AND MARGIN OF ERROR: The estimated number of households in the Floreciente
neighborhood was found to be approximately 387. Across the 387 distinct dwellings, 115 individuals
completed midterm questionnaires. Dividing the number of completes by households suggests an
overall response rate of 29.7%. The response rate is meaningful because a larger response rate suggests
that more of the voices of the target have been captured.
This produces a margin of error of 9% when using the full sample. This allows us to construct +/-9%
confidence intervals for our results with 95% confidence. Ideally one would like a margin of error of no
more than +/- 5% but in this case the small population size would have made that extremely costly since
it would have required responses from at least 50% of the households.
As an example of how to interpret the 9% confidence interval, one of the survey questions asked in 2017
and 2016 was whether respondents give support to other members of the community. In 2017 65%
reported agreement or strong agreement with the statement “I GIVE a lot of support to other members
of my community”. Applying a +/- 9% margin of error, we can say that we are 95% confident that the
true level of agreement among the entire community is between 56% and 74%. Similarly, 22% reported
disagreement or strong disagreement with that statement, so we can say with 95% confidence that the
true level of disagreement in the community is between 13% and 31%.
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APPENDIX- 7

DISPOSITION CODES: GLOBAL COMMUNITIES: MIDTERM DATA COLLECTION

zoneA

COMPLETE
Survey completed

1100

INCOMPLETE: CONTACT BACK
Partial survey complete - contact back for remainder of survey

1202

REFUSAL - NOT FINAL
Someone refused but another viable target at address

1203

INCOMPLETE: REFUSED
Survey started, but not complete & R does not want to complete will not return

1204

PROPERTY REFUSAL
Did not approach property per signage "Go Away" or "No Soliciting" etc.

2110

R-CONTACT/ REVISIT: Definite
R appt set

2114

R-CONTACT/REVISIT: Indefinite
General time given

2115

PROPERTY-CONTACT/REVISIT: Definite
Definite appt set

2116

PROPERTY-CONTACT/REVISIT: Indefinite
No appt time set

2117

REVISIT/NO DIRECT CONTACT ON FOLLOW-UP

zoneC

zoneD

TOTAL

24

24

24

43

8

12

9

12

0

4

3

2

5

1

1

1

5

7

9

3

1201

REFUSAL- FINAL
ONLY VIABLE participate will not participate

REVISIT-SPANISH SPEAKER NEEDED

zoneB

2118
2115

LANGUAGE BARRIER
Any language other than English/Spanish is LB

2331

0

0

2

0

NO CONTACT MADE
Contact was not made (# attempts)

3130

25

20

32

24

0

33

18

9

1

1

4

13

5

0

0

3

73

102

102

110

OBSTRUCTION (LOCKED GATE/DOG)
> 6 ATTEMPTS

3136/4001/4002
4000

NOT ELIGIBLE -- Too ill/Incapacitated

4700

NOT ELIGIBLE: Vacant / Not a residence

4701

NOT ELIGIBLE: Other
NOT ATTEMPTED

total

4702

115
0
0
0
0
0
41
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
24
0
2
0
0
101
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
60
0
19
8
0
387
387 check

